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Abstract  
The digital divide is a global problem, which several states have to face in their efforts to implement more 
e-governance. This thesis focuses on how a state can work to raise the level of the citizens' IT-skills so that 
citizens can become an active part of the information society. The focus is on how the Danish digital 
divide is defined in accordance to a theoretical framework, present empirical data and a political 
perspective. In addition the existing political initiatives to bridge the digital divide in relation to the 
empirical findings and the theoretical definition will be assessed. The thesis illustrates the gap between 
the current public initiatives and the theoretical understanding of the digital divide. On that basis of the 
thesis' findings this thesis concludes with new policy initiative proposals, which are targeted to resolve 
the digital divide.                     
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1.0 Introduction 
The introduction contains six sections that introduce the thesis' problem area and its limitations, the 
research question, the units of analysis, the clarification of concepts and the structure. 
1.1 Problem Area 
The digital divide is a global phenomenon. The gap between those who do and do not have access to 
computers and the Internet has become a political problem that has occurred as a consequence of the 
fast development of electronic governance (e-governance) (Warschauer 2003: 1). Today, public 
governance has to an increasing extent become electronic and online-based. Since the reorganisation of 
the public sector in the 1980ies the information and communication technologies (ICT) have been a 
determining factor (Jæger 2003: 1, 51). Digital divide is a phenomenon that all governments have to face. 
On a global scale the size of the digital divide varies in every country. The extent every country focuses on 
solutions widely varies. It is a democratic problem that governments are developing fast towards e-
governance, since a huge part of the citizens are thereby excluded and not able to participate in parts of 
society. The focus in this thesis will be on the Danish digital divide placed in a global perspective.      
The size of the digital divide in Denmark depends on which statistical material is used and how 
the phenomenon is defined. There is an ongoing political debate concerning how to define and measure 
the digital divide. This debate will be analysed in chapter five. Data from Statistics Denmark shows that 
certain variables like age, income, education, ethnicity, family patterns and geography affect the citizens' 
information technology (IT)-skills (Danmarks Statistik 2010a). Gender on the other hand has only little 
effect on one's skills. The variables with the most distinct significance are age and socio-economic status. 
12 percent of the population of the age 16-89 years has never used a computer. Meanwhile it is even 44 
percent if we look at seniors, citizens over the age 65 years. 16 percent of the citizens between 16-89 
years do not have a computer at home. There is public access to computers with Internet at all Danish 
libraries, but only 64 percent of Danish citizens between the ages of 16-89 are able to use the Internet to 
find information on public authorities' home pages. That means that 36 percent of the population is not 
able to benefit from the digital services and take part in certain political processes.    
Additionally there is a political debate regarding how to measure the citizens' ability to utilise the 
digital governance. The Danish Minister of Science, Technology and Innovation (Ministry of Science) has 
several times noticed that the number of citizens using online banking is higher than the percentage that 
uses public online services. From the minister's point of view the question is not about the IT-skills but 
more about personal motivation. The politicians of the opposition in the IT-committee disagree and stress 
the need for more public focus on IT-literacy. This political cleavage will be analysed in chapter five.  
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Even though a rising number of Danes gain access to computers and the Internet, social stratification still 
exists. The digital divide is not a binary division (Warschauer 2003: 6) and the needed IT-qualifications of 
the citizens is changing and increasing. On the basis of the complexity of digital divide, the political tools 
and incentives have to develop all the time and be adapt the changing circumstances.     
The political and public debate about digital divide has changed over time. The concept emerged 
in relation to the public wave of digitalisation and e-governance. In the late 1980ies the focus on potential 
savings arose along with the technological development. The age of the Internet and information society 
began. Society has changed and one of the main differences is the widespread use of ICT. It enables 
information flow and online communication, which is urged of the politicians. Thus, ICT-literacy has 
become a necessary skill to participate in political processes and for using digital services. Otherwise 
citizens will be excluded in the information society (Jæger 2005b: 14f).   
As a result of the understanding of Denmark as an information society, the need for a specific IT-
policy emerged. The Ministry of Science has had the political responsibility for developing the Danish 
strategy for electronic government (e-government). Already in 1994 the first Danish IT-policy was 
launched (Jæger 2003: 59ff). IT-policy is a disputed concept and how it is defined has political 
consequences for the following actions. Jæger (Idem) underpins that this IT-policy interfaces with many 
other policy areas. Jæger defines information technology-policy as being a fusion of technology-, 
telecommunication-, media-, register-, information- and IT-security-policy (Idem).     
Since then various governments have launched new IT-plans. In relation to the context of the 
digital divide it is relevant to notice the strategies different weightings of IT-skills and user-competences. 
Ideological understanding affects IT-policy. Among the right-wing governments there have been 
tendencies to focus mainly on how IT can create productivity and growth and that the companies depend 
on IT-skilled workers. In contradiction, the left-wing governments have been focusing on inclusion, the 
citizens' IT-skills and the citizens' democratic participation online. With the political power shift in 2001 
from at left-wing to a right-wing government, it is no longer a political matter. The overall political aim and 
motivation of both wings is the potential of savings.              
In the beginning of the wave of digitalisation the digital divide was defined as the group of 
citizens, who did not have access to a computer and did not have knowledge about the technology. The 
physical access was in focus. Today the academic understanding of the concept has changed. For example, 
Mark Warschauer (2003: 6) stresses that it makes more sense to measure the citizens' ability to 
understand and use the digital services.      
The extension of e-governance grows and continues to become more comprehensive. Since 2010 
all contact between companies and the public administration has been fully digitalised. Starting 2012 
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digital contact between the citizens and the public institutions should be a possibility. The political vision 
is to make all contact digital (Sahl-Madsen 2011: 6). This development puts demands on the citizens' IT-
skills. It is a democratic problem when the development takes place in such a manner and speed that a 
large part of the population is lacking behind. This dilemma will be addressed in the thesis' conclusion.   
Another challenge is the fact that it is indeed possible to bridge the digital gap. However, the 
political will and determination has to be present. The fact that Denmark is rated high in international 
ratings of IT-readiness (OECD 2010: 8) has a tendency to make the politicians rest on their laurels. It is 
widely understood among stakeholders that Denmark is doing well; however, in reality it may look 
different.     
IT-skills are not a permanent lasting quality. The skills have to be maintained and developed. It is a 
problem when the political understanding is that the problem will be bridged as the younger generations 
grow up, as represented by the Minister of Science (Sahl-Madsen 2011: 2). The question of how to reduce 
the digital divide has been raised in many countries and addressed in different ways. Governments, non-
profit organisations and other actors have set up different programmes and activities to overcome it 
(Jæger 2005b: 9). However, Denmark has not succeeded in stopping the negative development in terms of 
IT-skills.     
The digital divide is interesting in an academic debate because it is a present and increasing 
empirical problem that lacks theoretical attention. The academic and political understandings of the 
concept differ. Digital democracy arose as a new concept and can be defined as electronic and political 
communication between the citizens and the politicians (Jæger 2003: 83). There is a lack of a further 
development of the concept and an academic definition of which skills are needed to participate in the 
digital democracy. The correlation between the digital divide and digital democracy is that one precludes 
the other. A certain amount of IT-skills is needed to participate in the digital democracy. In Denmark the 
focus is on developing e-governance and thus the development of e-democracy is not a main concern at 
present.   
This context leads to the research question: How is it possible to define the digital divide and 
how can the digital gap be bridged by policy initiatives?   
To answer the research question an operationalisation of the problem (see 1.4) is the first step toward 
solving it, thus the thesis will start with these sub-questions:  
1) How is the digital divide defined and what is the empirical extent of the digital divide in relation to 
the diverse definitions?  
2) Will the digital divide be narrowed without more political attention and new policy incentives?  
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3) Which new policy initiatives are required to bridge the digital divide?   
1.2 Limitations of the Research Area and Specific Time Boundaries 
The main focus is on what has happened since 1994, when the first IT-politics was launched, and what is 
happening nowadays in Denmark. In the problem area (see 2.6) there is a short historical overview. Since 
the phenomenon of digital divide is relatively new, the time boundaries will naturally be short. This fact 
determines the overall limits of the data collection and analysis.  Within this frame the focal point is on 
the period from 2009-2011 and of special concern is the period from 2010 when the new Minister of 
Science took office. A case study with this particular focus has not been done before.    
The thesis will not focus on the Ministry of Finance's work in relation to the digitalisation. This is 
due to the more financial aspect and the concern with the saving potential of the digitalisation as 
opposed to the Ministry of Science's focus on the citizens and personal IT-skills.   
1.3 Research Question and Structure  
The research question of the thesis is: How is it possible to define the digital divide and how can the 
digital gap be bridged by policy initiatives?   
The question contains the propositions; the digital divide, the digital gap and policy initiatives. Each 
proposition will be examined within the scope of the study. The research question forces an explanatory 
study that tries to explain and understand the digital divide.    
The research question is a bipartite size. The first part introduces the different scientific and 
political definitions of the digital divide. The second part focuses on how it is possible to bridge the digital 
divide by existing and new policy initiatives.       
To specify the research question in details I have chosen to crystallise three separate sub-
questions, which are subject to empirical scrutinizing and determinate the overall structure of the thesis. 
The first three chapters, coming after the introduction and methodology, give a foundation for the answer 
of the first part of the research question. Hence, chapter three introduces the theoretical framework 
about the digital divide. Together with chapter four, which serves the empirical evidence of the digital 
divide and illustrates that a significant minority of the citizens are part of the digital divide, it initiates the 
analysis of the phenomenon. Additionally, chapter four contains discussions about empirical aspects and 
other scientific findings are presented. These chapters will present a deeper understanding of the 
definitions of the digital divide by answering the first sub-question.  
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The fifth chapter analysis the relevant politicians and organisations working with the digital divide 
at the political level. The different definitions, their methods to measure the digital divide and their 
consequences for the digital divide are compared. Chapter five answers the second sub-question and it 
functions as the background understanding of the political awareness of the digital divide. Thereby, this 
chapter contributes with some of the explanation of the research question s first part and is an important 
foundation for the answer of the second part of the research question. The sub-questions are exerted to 
answer the research question s first part, which concerns the definition of the digital divide.  
1) How is the digital divide defined and what is the empirical extent of the digital divide in relation to 
the diverse definitions? 
2) Will the digital divide be narrowed without more political attention and new policy incentives? 
The second part of the research question addresses the bridging of the digital divide in chapter six and 
seven and is answered by the third sub-question, which functions as the thesiss discussion part. In the 
sixth chapter the existing public initiatives to bridge the digital gap are introduced and assessed. In 
chapter seven new policy initiatives to bridge the digital divide are presented.  
3) Which new policy initiatives are required to bridge the digital divide? 
Finally, in chapter eight the findings from the previous chapters will be summed up, the answers of the 
sub-questions are presented and concluding points will be made.  
1.4 Variables 
A variable is an attribute on which cases vary (Yin 2003: 24f). The dependent variable in this case study is 
the digital divide in Denmark. The independent variables are the political incentives to improve the IT-
skills of the citizens, the political understanding of the digital divide and the political actions in relation to 
the digital divide. These units of analysis are chosen on the basis of the research question.  
1.5 Clarification of Concepts 
Channel strategy are the different ways to contact the public administration 
Cyberspace is the electronic medium of computer networks in which online communication takes 
place 
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Digital divide refers to the gap between people with effective access to digital and information 
technology and those with very limited or no access at all. It includes the imbalance both in 
physical access to technology and the resources and skills needed to effectively participate as a 
digital citizen 
e-democracy and digital democracy both terms cover the electronic democracy as for example 
electronic elections   
e-governance the term covers both the network and relations within the public administration's 
use of ICT and covers the online-services to the citizens, and thereby it is also a management tool 
e-government refers to the electronic government   
The global digital divide refers to differences in Internet access between countries 
The information and communication technologies (ICT) refers to the technology that makes 
electronic information exchange possible by means of diverse electronic media 
Information society today ICT has made the information flow possible and communication takes 
place unlimited. Thus, ICT-literacy has become a necessary skill to get information about anything 
and everything and thereby participate in the society 
Information technology (IT) has instrumented the shift from an industrial age to a network society 
and made information available on a global scale 
The Internet is a communication medium that for the first time allows the communication of 
many to many, in chosen time, on a global scale. It is the technological basis for the organisational 
form of the Information Age: The network. The Internet as a potential space for the articulation of 
democratic citizenship 
IT-literacy a person's ability to use information technology 
IT-skills have the same meaning as IT-literacy, however the essential aspect of the ability is 
emphasised, and this term comes closest to what is used among the public servants in the 
ministry. In this thesis the terms are used among each other unless other is pointed out     
View of technology can either be instrumental (orthodoxy) or ideological biased   
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2.0 Methodical and Analytical Approach 
This part contains of the introduction to the empirical and the theoretical work, the research design, 
scientific considerations and critique for assessing the quality of the research.  
2.1 Introduction to the Empirical Evidence 
A mixed method approach is chosen because it offers the possibility to draw upon multiple sources of 
evidence. By means of triangulation both quantitative and qualitative data are included. Although the 
data is collected from multiple sources it is aimed at explaining and measuring the digital divide. The 
effort is to construct a convergence of evidence towards secure findings that could make it possible to 
draw a conclusion based on indications (Yin 2003: 99f). The primary data are based on interviews and the 
secondary data are collected from literature review, statistics and documents.   
Empirical evidence from six semi-structured interviews is introduced. The interviewees were 
selected because of their different approaches to the digital divide. The principal subject of the interviews 
is the implication of the digital divide. The prior purpose of the interviews was to gain knowledge and 
views on the political considerations.    
The interviewees can be grouped in three categories; politicians, public servants for the National 
IT and Telecom Agency (ITST) and an employee off an interest group (see appendix). The interviews imply 
certain methodological concerns. The small number of interviewees does not alone make it possible to 
generalise. Instead, the few in-depth interviews give a qualitative and unique approach. The interviews 
were conducted in Danish and due to the variation in language no direct quotation is used. Making 
interviews as a source was also chosen because it provides access to information about an aspect of the 
digital divide, which is not well covered in scientific literature. Thus, the strengths of the interviews are 
that they are targeted, and the contents in the interviews are focusing directly on this case study. The 
weakness is that the source may be biased. To avoid the interviewees to answer like they think how they 
should answer rather than giving their opinion the questions were not available beforehand. During the 
interviews there was made an effort to ask open questions (Yin 2003: 86). Interview guides (see 
Appendix) were used to guide the conversations and give room for follow up questions and new 
approaches to the subject.    
The open framework of the interviews enabled further inquiry by some of the respondents who 
suggested other sources of evidence. Especially the first three questions (see Appendix) were open 
questions which enabled the interviewees to state either facts or their opinion about the digital divide. It 
made the answers more spontaneous and less contemplated. Every participant in the interviews are 
people skilled in considering their wording and their consequences, thus these questions were an attempt 
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to make the answer more freely and less tendentious. The interviewees were chosen because they are 
influential, knowledgeable and in different ways working directly with the digital divide. The employees 
from the ITST are used as representatives off the organisation and it is to be expected that if other 
employees from the ITST had been selected, they would have represented the same opinions.      
To address the methodological problems certain steps were taken. To secure the statements from 
the political interviewees the contents are compared with former interviews published and newspaper 
articles. Interview guides were made beforehand and the interviewees were told which subjects we 
would touch upon. This set-up gave the possibility to ask questions beyond the guide and continuously 
follow up on interesting statements and ask for elaborations, when it was needed. In relation to the 
politicians an element of surprise was important since they are particularly conscience about their 
statements.   
The importance of their performance was illustrated when the spin-doctor of the minister insisted 
on discussing the interview guide before the interview. After the interviews with the employees of the 
ITST, they underlined that they had been so candid because the interviews were made for an academic 
purpose and not for public use. Due to the different interview guides a content analysis is used to quantify 
the content in terms of categories and in a systematic manner (Bryman 2003: 274). The interviewees' 
opinions on specific questions are compared and actively used in the discussions. The systematic search 
for certain ideas within the interviews contributes to raising the replicability of this thesis (Ibid: 275).            
The documentary information used are particular publications primarily published by the Ministry 
of Science, Innovation and Technology, official home pages, administrative document, newspaper articles, 
letters to the editor, press releases and audio recording of open consultation in the Committee of Science 
and Technology. The committee is the forum in the parliament of Denmark where, among other, issues 
concerning the digital divide are discussed. The strengths of these kinds of sources are that they are exact 
and stable; the data can be reviewed repeatedly and they are retrievable and not created in relation to 
this case study (Yin 2003: 86). The weakness of the documentation is that the collection of newspaper 
articles is incomplete. To rectify that biased selectivity the articles are given a minor role in the analysis. 
The fact that all the documents are written for a specific purpose and a specific audience other than 
academic use, has made an examination of the documents extremely important and is included in the 
analysis when the documents are refereed to. The conduction of publications from the Ministry of Science 
will be drawn upon as representation of this minister's opinion and therefore used actively in the 
discussion part. The objectives will be identified and used in a critical interpretation (Ibid: 87f).          
A literature review was made to develop sharper and more insightful questions about the topic, 
as opposed to let the review determine the answers (Bryman 2008: 81). 
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To give a more accurate understanding of the digital divide quantitative data is also included in 
the analysis. Statistical data from the Statistics Denmark, the OECD, the ITST (IT-barometer) and the 
Eurostat are used. The empirical data will be compared, illustrated as figures and certain development 
tendencies will be described. It is relevant for the global understanding to compare the data from 
Denmark with results from other selected European countries. The conduction of secondary analysis of 
official statistics has advantages and disadvantages (Bryman 2008: 295). The most severe disadvantage in 
relation to this thesis is the absence of key variables, which will be pointed out in chapter 4. The Statistics 
Denmark has made a survey research about the digital divide in cooperation with the ministry and their 
analytical data is reproduced in official publication. Thus, their work and methods of producing the data is 
of the greatest importance. Consequently, data on their work is collected and a discussion of how to make 
the statistical material is part of the analysis in chapter 5.  
2.2 Introduction to the Theoretical Work 
Theories about the digital divide are defined and understood as essential to guide the determination of 
what data to collect and the strategies for analysing the data (Yin 2003: 28). The field of e-governance and 
the impact on the population is relatively new and therefore there are no grand theories to draw upon. 
Instead, theoretical understandings of how the phenomenon occurs and the dividing definitions are 
introduced. Different theoretical perspectives are introduced and used as foundation for the analysis. The 
most important theoretical contributions come from Mark Warschauer, Pippa Norris, Paul DiMaggio, 
Eszter Hargittai, Birgit Jæger and Lisa J. Servon. 
      
2.3 Research Design: A Framework for Collection and Analysis of Data 
The analysis is designed as a case study. The object is to conduct an intensive empirical study of an 
existing phenomenon in a certain context. This is an exploratory single-case study. The design allows the 
sub-questions to be answered with more detailed answers. The research question is complex and 
demands information about a scientific field that has not been studied from a political science perspective 
(Yin 2003: 5).This case represents a unique case. What makes the Danish case different is the interplay 
between the different actors; which variables are affecting the digital divide and how Danish societal 
traditions and history influences on the state of the art.     
What makes the case worth documenting and analysing, is that Denmark is one of the leading 
European countries within the work of making the citizens and companies more e-ready (Kom 2009, OECD 
2010: 8). Within the European cooperation other member states are inspired by the Danish way of 
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working with the digital divide. Whether the Danish case is more typical than considered here is not 
possible to judge since the amount of newer comparative studies of the digital divide are too few. 
Another important question is whether Denmark performs well, defined by the relative low number of e-
illiteracy, because of political initiatives or due to other more indiscriminate factors interactions, is 
difficult to determine.   
The design of the case is holistic since the study involves only one unit of analysis, which is the 
Danish digital divide (Yin 2003: 42f). Working with one unit is more vulnerable and to avoid the situation 
where the entire nature of the case study should shift during the course of the study a set of subunits was 
found from the very outset (Yin 2003: 45). These subunits are incorporated in the analysis to make it more 
extensive and to enhance the insights into the case. The units and variables are country dependent. Some 
studies have tried to compare the digital divide across countries with success, like the European 
Commission (Kom 2009), Notten et al. (2009). These findings are included in the analysis to put the 
findings of this thesis in perspective. The reason for choosing a single-case design is due to the time 
limitation and the defined length of the thesis.          
2.4 Scientific Considerations 
2.4.1 Epistemological Considerations 
The analytic design of the thesis is interpretivism (hermeneutics). The reason for choosing this position is 
that this scientific approach provides comprehensive contributions to the analysis and interpretation of 
the phenomenon of the digital divide. The hermeneutics approach matches the selection of informants 
that covers the field of the digital divide and contributes to understand the totality through understanding 
of the individual parts. The use of hermeneutics logic would also contribute to understand and interpret 
the interrelations between the answers of the informants and partly through the part elements of the 
field. The mixed strategy means that the analysis is partly build on quantitative statistical data, which is 
used to document the problem of the digital divide, and qualitative data. The use of quantitative data to 
illustrate the issue supports the logic of hermeneutics that is to interpret and understand a phenomenon 
rather than to quantify the issue (Bryman 2008: 15ff).         
2.4.2 Ontological Considerations 
Social entities are considered being objective social constructions built up from the perceptions and 
actions of social actors. The meaning of a phenomenon as digital divide is continually being accomplished 
by actors like politicians and certain officials. The meaning and content of the phenomenon depends on 
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relevant actors to define it (Bryman 2008: 18ff). The constructivist approach is linked to interpretivism by 
the focus on understanding and the relation to the nature of knowledge of the social world. This dual 
approach is used to give a more complete and comprehensive analysis.       
2.5 Critiques for Assessing the Quality of the Research 
Due to the mixed method approach both criteria relevant to quantitative and qualitative research are 
evaluated. This is respectively reliability, validity and replication, and in relation to the qualitative part are: 
Trustworthiness, confirmability, transferability, credibility and data dependability, which all are evaluated 
(Bryman 2008: 34).     
To minimise biases in this study, and thereby raise the reliability, the methods of data collection is 
described in details and the steps are made as operational as possible, thus it would be possible to repeat 
the study (Yin 2003: 34, 37; Bryman 2008: 31).   
The replication of this thesis is possible but would be difficult due to the character of the study as 
focusing on ongoing happenings and relying on qualitative interviews.       
To construct validity there are multiple sources of evidence used in the collection of data. The 
attempt was made to establish a chain of evidence by selecting the specific types of changes that are to 
be studied and relate them to the original objectives of the study. Additionally it was attempted to 
demonstrate that the selected measures of these changes, do reflect the specific types of change that 
have been selected (Yin 2003: 34f). Since this is an exploratory study I am not concerned with making 
causal claims and the internal validity is not a concern. It is not an objective to determine whether event x 
let to event y, because some third factor z may actually have caused y. This thesis is concerned with 
identifying different z (Yin 2003: 36). Even though theories are introduced in this single-case study, the 
findings of the study cannot be generalised because too many external factors have an impact (Ibid: 34, 
37).        
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3.0 A Theoretical Understanding of the Digital Divide 
In this thesis, background literature is used as theory. Theory of what the digital divide is and how it is 
understood is introduced. The key authors are: Birgit Jæger, Marc Warschauer, Pippa Norris, Servon, Paul 
DiMaggio and Eszter Hargittai. These scientists are chosen because they represent some of the main 
contributions in the field of social divides.    
Firstly this chapter gives a historical review of the academic field of digital divide. Additionally it 
gives an overview of how the understanding of the digital divide has changed, and presents the origin of 
the concept. To gain a better overview of the theoretical literature and be able to compare the different 
point of views, this part is arranged in relation to certain sections; definition, inclusion, social inequalities 
and how to cope with the divide. Hereby, the theory will be a tool to guide how to read the empirical 
data. In addition the theories are used as basis for the understanding of the sub-question and thereby 
how the digital divide will develop. This knowledge will be used as a foundation in the analysis. Altogether 
this chapter contributes to the analysis by answering the first sub-question about the definition of the 
digital divide.      
This thesis does not include theories about digital democracy or e-governance, even though these 
are important fields, which have close relations to the digital divide and the increasing digitalisation 
process. The scope is necessary due to the limited length of this thesis.    
3.1 A Historical View  
The digital divide, as a phenomenon, was discovered in 1995 by the US government where the National 
Telecommunications and Information Administration published four reports about the issue of falling 
through the Internet (Servon 2002: 2). Since then there has been more or less global focus on the issue. In 
Denmark the digital divide was first mentioned in 1994 and at that time pointed out as a political 
objective to reduce (Jæger 2005b: 14).    
In this thesis I take my point of departure in the fact that society has changed over the last 40-50 
years and we all live in the information society (Jæger 2005b: 11). One of the main differences, which will 
be in focus here, is the widespread use of ICT. Today ICT has made the information flow possible and 
communication takes place without limits. Therefore it is essential for the individual citizen to be able to 
manage themselves in a changing society. Jæger (Ibid: 12) uses the term ICT-literacy and describes how it 
has become a necessary skill to participate in the political processes online. IT-skills are needed to be able 
to benefit from digital services that to a higher extent become mandatory to use. The information society 
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can be described as a political objective, where ICT is understood as a mean for the further development 
of the society (Ibid: 13).   
3.2 The Disputed Definition of the Digital Divide from an Academic Point of View 
The digital divide is a global phenomenon. Both the political attention of the consequences of the 
digitalisation of government and the academic awareness has grown. Political science, sociology, 
technology, economy and others are concerned about the digital divide; this thesis is written within the 
field of political science. Norris (2001) is one of the first and most dominant contributors, to whom 
scientists still refer to.  She has categorised three kinds of digital divides:  
The Global Divide refers to the divergence in internet access between industrial and developing 
countries. The Western world is the A-team, which gains all benefits, while the third world is the B-team 
that becomes poorer because the developing countries would not be able to invest in the infrastructure of 
the information technology.     
Social Divide describes the gap between the individuals who are able to use IT and understands the 
importance of it and the group who does not. Factors like education, gender, age, income, race and family 
circumstances affect, which group one citizens is part of.   
The Political Divide describes the differences between the group of people who understands how to 
use the possibilities of the information technology to engage in and be a part of the public society and the 
other group who is not participating in public life online. It is to be expected that political institutions 
would be able to benefit from the potential of IT.   
The focus will primarily be on the social divide. In the beginning of the 1990ies the concept of the digital 
divide could be defined as covering the group of citizens who did not have access to a computer and the 
Internet (Warschauer 2003:1). Since then other scientists have contributed to the debate.   
Jæger (2005b: 15) introduces a historical perspective. In 1995 a dominating political concern in 
Denmark was that the development of ICT in the information society could lead to a dividing of the 
population in an A- and B-team. Jæger clarifies the argument by pointing out that if the digital divide is 
defined as having access to a computer and the Internet, it is natural to presume that the phenomenon 
will be reduced due to falling prices, the more user-friendly interface, and the spread of computer 
literacy in schools and the labour market (Idem). Over a period of time, according to this belief, the 
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digital divide will be reduced to zero without any further intervention. The inference builds on American 
findings but is transferable to the Danish conditions because the before mentioned happenings also take 
place in Denmark. Norris (2001: 70) on the other side disagrees with the conclusion. She emphasises that 
social stratification still exists and there is a significant divide with regards to access to the Internet based 
on differences in income, education, race, ethnic groups, age, handicaps, and family structure (Jæger 
2005b: 15). According to Norris (Idem), the social stratification in society is the reason for the digital 
divide. The scientist concludes that the social structures, which already exist in the society, will continue 
in the information society where the lack of access to digital resources will lead to an additional 
stigmatisation of the weakest part of the population. More factors than just social structures determine a 
person's belonging to the group of either IT-weak or IT-strong. The phenomenon of the digital divide is 
complex. Jæger expands on Norris' definition and adds that also social stratification, cultural differences 
and personal and political positions affect the probability of being a part of the digital divide (Ibid: 17). 
Thus, Norris defines the digital divide as being a question of having Internet access.               
The definition of the digital divide has changed from focusing on the physical access to the 
mentally understanding of the Internet. The phenomenon is understood as the citizen s ability to navigate 
and understand the contents of the Internet by some scientists. If citizens should be able to benefit from 
digital services and participate in the growing democracy online, they have to be able to do more than 
just turn on the computer. The American scientist Mark Warschauer has rejected the concept of the 
digital divide as a binary division. The background is that the solution of the problem is understood as a 
question about physical access to computers (Warschauer 2003: 6, Norris 2001: 64). Instead Warschauer 
introduces some requisite resources that citizens have to hold, to be part of the information society:  
Physical resources  access to computer and Internet connection  
Digital resources  skills to search the Internet and understand the contents 
Human resources education and ICT-literacy, including knowledge and understanding  
about how to behave on the Internet  
Social resources includes the local community, institutions and societal structures, all which  
underpin the use of IT (Warschauer 2003: 49, 81, 109, 153) 
All these types of resources are needed to construct IT-skills and overcome the digital divide. If a person 
obtains the four resources, the person will be empowered and meaningful access to new technologies is 
to be provided (Warschauer 2003: 6, Norris 2001: 65). With the introduction of the four resources, the 
problem of the definition that implicated a bipolar societal split can be overcome. Thereby, Warschauer's 
definition introduces a graduated measure based on different degrees of access to ICT (Warschauer 2003: 
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6). Technology and society are intertwined and co-constitutive, therefore assumptions of causality within 
this complex interrelationship are difficult. Even though, he suggests a chain of causality, that lack of 
access to the Internet, hinders opportunities (Ibid: 7). The dilemma is that the contrary is equally true. 
According to Warschauer (2003: 8), there is no overriding factor for determining the digital divide. He 
supports the idea of a divide affected by many factors, not one. Further he criticises the digital divide 
approach, which emphasises getting people online because this approach reveals a superficial 
understanding of the relationship between the Internet and social change (Ibid: 11).    
Thereby, Warschauer ends up discussing the possibility of securing social inclusion instead of how 
to overcome the digital divide. Just like Norris (2001: 3) who is also concerned with the impact of the 
Internet that will exacerbate or reduce social division within countries. In this process Warschauer 
rethinks the digital divide. Warschauer (2003: 8) suggests that from a political standpoint, the goal of 
using ICT with marginalised groups should not be to overcome the digital divide but to encourage a 
process of social inclusion. He continues by stating that he prefers an alternative concept and 
terminology, which focuses more directly on the social challenges.    
Lisa J. Servon defines the digital divide as lack of access to IT for certain segments of the 
population (2002: 1). She focuses on how the ability of technology exacerbates existing inequality and at 
the same time, how IT has the potential of serving as a tool of social change and advantages. Thereby, just 
like Warschauer, Servon's intention is to redefine the digital divide. The term was recognised as an 
international issue in 2002 however, the diffusion of technology, both within and between countries has 
been extremely uneven. Living on the wrong side of the digital divide, like the persistent poor, means 
being cut off from opportunities and disconnected from parts of the international society (Ibid: 1f).    
Servon elaborates the definition of the digital divide as being a symptom of a large and complex 
problem of persistent poverty and inequality, because there is a causal chain that has bound certain 
groups repeatedly to disadvantage, in which the technology gap is one link. She underlines the 
importance of possessing resources, education, and skills to reap the benefits of the information society 
(Ibid: 2). Thus widespread access to technology is a partial solution on the inequality. Thereby, Servon 
agrees with Warschauer and they build their definition of the digital divide on the same assumptions.   
More recent contributions to the development of the theory still refer to the original 
understanding of the concept, especially Norris', but they have also expanded on the theoretical 
framework. Two of the main contributors are Paul DiMaggio and Eszter Hargittai. They emphasise that 
because of the Internet diffusion rates have increased since the mid-nineties, the scholars should shift 
their attention to digital inequality, which covers the differences among people who already have access 
to the Internet. DiMaggio et al. (2004: 549) points out that the operational definitions of access vary from 
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study to study and have changed, so the understanding is not just the literal meaning of the word. Today 
access is synonym for use and choice.    
In 2008 Hargittai and Hinnant wrote about the digital inequality. They argue that there is a need 
to move past the binary classification of versus non-users and explore details about people's Web uses in 
order to get a deeper understanding of where inequalities may lay regarding new information 
technologies (Hargittai & Hinnant 2008: 602). This kind of studies can either be concerned with focus on 
whether people use the Internet or to explore the importance of people's abilities in using the Internet 
(Idem). In continuation hereof, scholars like DiMaggio, Hargittai and Warschauer (Ibid: 604f) have 
suggested to separate the concept of digital divide into two disparate issues: Access and ability. This term 
is called second-level digital divide. Additionally, the researchers have endeavoured to find new ways of 
measuring the redefined concept (Ibid: 605f).          
International organisations like the EU and The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) are also important players in how to define the digital divide. Both Norris and 
Warschauer emphasise the European Commission s (EC) strategies for the information society as being 
visionary. The EC has published more concrete and holistic plans. The EC focuses on social inclusion and 
not just the physical access. For example in the plan Europe 2020, IT-skills of European citizens are one of 
seven flagships for development of the field of ICT (EC 2010). The OECD (2005: 20) is also concerned 
about the digitalisation and the organisation defines the digital divide as the gap between those with IT-
skills and access to use ICT and the Internet, and those without. It is important for the governments to 
know, what motivates individuals and businesses to become connected and familiarise themselves with 
online procedures. Scientists are concerned about the more democratic consequences of the digital 
divide.  
3.3 The Interrelation between Social Inclusion and the Digital Divide 
In this perspective of the emergence of digital citizenship, it has serious consequences for the individual 
citizen if the person is not able to utilize ICT. The lack of IT-skills will exclude the person from digital 
services and political processes (Jæger 2005b: 12). The person will not be able to benefit from digital 
offers and has less influence on a number of decisions that concerns ones own life. The person will be 
excluded from the information society. Warschauer (2003:8f) focuses on social inclusion and according to 
him the ability to access, adapt and create new knowledge using new ICT is critical to social inclusion in 
today's society. Access to ICT can determine the difference between marginalisation and inclusion in the 
information society (Ibid: 12).  
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Social inclusion and exclusion are important terms because they refer to the extent that 
individuals are able to fully participate in society and in relation to the digital divide and ICT these terms 
cover a broader perspective of the variables that are causing the digital divide.   
3.4 Social Inequalities - Theories of Social Stratification 
In this paragraph theories of the social stratification are introduced as an empirical category. To 
understand the underlying reason for the digital divide, theories of social stratification can be used. Norris 
(2001: 70) introduces two contradictory theories: Normalization and diffusion. They can be used to 
understand and predict the projection of the future population trends on the Internet. There is an 
ongoing debate about what the reason for the digital divide is. The normalization thesis predicts that, at 
least in affluent post-industrial societies, the social profile of the online community will gradually broaden 
over time, like the early audience for radio or television until eventually it mirrors society as a whole. It 
can be expected that the level of penetration will reach 90 to 95 percent of the population.    
This is in contrast to the more pessimistic diffusion theory developed by Everett Rogers (2001: 
70). His theory provides us with an alternative interpretation of social stratification in technological 
adaptation. When innovation technologies are adapted, firstly it requires education, literacy and social 
status to provide access to the essential financial and information resources. Rogers points out that active 
initiatives from the state and non-profit sectors can facilitate the process of technological access (Ibid: 
71).    
It is possible to test the normalization claim, the size of the digital divides should relate to the 
level of Internet diffusion (Ibid: 73). Additionally, if the normalization predictions are correct, we might 
expect to find that the relative size of the digital divide by social status, age, and gender would diminish 
most in societies at the forefront of the information society, which includes for example Sweden and 
Denmark (Ibid: 76). This leads to the following question about how to cope with the phenomenon.   
3.5 How to Bridge the Digital Divide?  
Bridging the digital divide is important for political, economic, and social reasons. A socio-political 
rationale is that the digital divide has implications both for the individual's labour skills and for the 
individual's possibility to participate in the information society. Getting pubic information and 
participating in online debates is a public good, which everyone should have access to (Servon 2002: 11, 
14). Providing more physical access to computers has been a strategy used in Western countries (Jæger 
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2005b: 17). Warschauer (2003: 6) argues that this strategy is not sufficient because a person needs to 
have a certain level of ICT-literacy and to know where to search for and how to select the information on 
the Internet.     
Warschauer examines the digital divide and has pointed out four types of resources, presented in 
paragraph 3.2 which should be present to overcome the digital divide. According to Warschauer (2003: 
211) the overall policy challenge is not to overcome a digital divide but rather to expand access to and 
use of ICT for promoting social inclusion . To solve the problem, the first step should be to make an 
examination of the social structures and social relations, rather than with an accounting of Internet lines 
and broadband distribution. Intervention can be designed to address social problems and could be 
planned to focus on the overall structures and relationships that cause those problems (Idem). 
Warschauer adds that market mechanisms can be effective for expanding access to computers and 
telecommunication but they are not sufficient (Ibid: 213). It could for example be governmental 
incentives for extension of telecommunication services to rural areas.          
According to the OECD (2005: 20) it is important for the government to know what motivates 
individuals and businesses to become connected and familiarise themselves with online procedures. Not 
all of the presented scientists are preoccupied with a normative solution of the phenomenon. The 
solutions presented here will be used as a basis to evaluate and discuss the Danish public initiatives in 
chapter 6.    
3.6 Conclusion  
The scientists present several definitions of the digital divide. However, there is a strong tendency that the 
understanding of the phenomenon should not be based on dichotomous measures of access but should 
be defined as a term, which includes more divides. Like Norris' analysis demonstrates, the problem lies in 
broader patterns of social stratification, which shapes not just access to the world but also full 
participation in other common forms of information and communication technologies. All the presented 
contributions of the scientists have one thing in common; they all want to explain who is affected by the 
phenomenon and how the digital divide can be defined. Thereby, the purpose is not to understand why 
the phenomenon exists. These explanations serve to answer the first sub-question.    
In the thesis the term, digital divide, will be used and analysed in the broadest form. Thus, the 
analysis includes all variables suggested by the presented scientists, which will be introduced in the next 
chapter. According to all these scientists, the use of more variables is a way to get a broader picture of the 
state of the art today.  An in-debt understanding of the phenomenon is essential to get a foundation for 
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knowing how to bridge the digital gap. The conclusion from the various existing definitions of the digital 
divide is that the nature of the divide, and the question if it is closing or widening, depends on the 
particular definition chosen.    
The various understandings and definitions of the digital divide will be used as basis for the 
analysis of the political level in chapter five. The scientists' approaches will be compared to the 
approaches of the politicians. The next chapter will serve to give the empirical understanding of the 
digital divide.                        
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4.0 Variables  Composing the Dimension of the Digital Divide  
This chapter describes the empirical evidence behind the research question and shows that there is a 
significant minority of citizens, who are part of the digital divide in Denmark. The second object is to show 
whether the digital divide is growing or narrowing. All the variables and their coefficient of determination 
will be introduced. Together this illustrates which characteristics that represent the digital divide in 
Denmark. Thereby this chapter answers the first sub-question. Additionally the findings in this chapter 
will be compared with other Danish and European findings to put the thesis' results into a larger context. 
Statistical data from the Statistics Denmark (2010a, 2011) and Det digitale samfund 2010 (ITST 2011a) are 
used as main sources. The datasets from the Statistics Denmark are not published collective - some of the 
data can be found on their website and some in various publications. The datasets are working 
documents that are obtained through direct contact with the ITST.     
The digital divide is a multidimensional phenomenon tapping many social cleavages (Norris 2001: 
77). Differences in resources are commonly assumed to be among the most important dividing lines, 
meaning the capacities based primarily on income, occupation and education determine people's use of 
new forms of info-technologies. The researchers acknowledge different variables. Norris (2001: 77) 
emphasises income, occupation, education and gender. Castells (2001: 249f) and Servon (2002: 27-38) 
suggest the use of various parameters to measure the digital divide: Income, age, education, part of the 
labour market (employed/unemployed), ethnicity, gender gap, geography and disability. Every mentioned 
variable and their impact on the digital divide will be concisely described in the following sub-chapters. 
The variables impact on use of the Internet and personal IT-skills will be described. In addition tables will 
be used to illustrate the most important findings on the variables.    
The empirical data is based on a questionnaire made in cooperation between the Statistics 
Denmark and the ITST. Some possible answers are not presented in this text and therefore the sum of the 
answers may not add up to 100 percent despite that the answers still are percentage, for example do not 
know . As a consequence the results presented in the tables are not utilised to make numerical 
comparisons, instead the numbers are used to illustrate various tendencies. The analysis of the numbers 
does not include a further mathematical calculation.     
According to the newest available data about the Danish digital divide, published by the ITST 
(2011a: 25), the most significant divides in relation to a person s IT-skills are age, education and gender. 
The account below illustrates that the picture of the Danish divides is more complex and that other 
variables like household structure, socio-economic status and origin also have a significant impact on the 
digital divide.      
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4.1 Access and Connectivity in Denmark  
The selected ten variables, which are:  computers and the Internet, age, disability, education, gender, 
household structure, income, socioeconomic status, geography and origin, will be examined in this 
paragraph.    
4.1.1 Computers and the Internet   
Given the dramatic improvements in Internet penetration rates, why is it still important to pay attention 
to the digital divide? According to Servon (2002: 28) despite the rapid increase in the number of computer 
ownership and Internet access, a divide persists between information rich and information poor, which is 
people with lower incomes and education levels, certain minorities and those living in rural areas. This 
result from the US differs from the Danish. Other factors are affecting the Danish use of computers and 
the Internet. However, the main concern is the same, there is a similar divide between the information 
poor and rich in Denmark.     
The number of families having a computer with Internet access at home has increased from 46 
percent in 2000 to 86 percent in 2010 (ITST 2011a: 14). In a European context, the number of Danes 
having used the Internet is relatively high (ITST 2011a: 40). However, there are still 12 percent of the 
Danish people who do not have a direct connection. To understand the latter group, the ITST (2011a: 15) 
has made a survey about reasons for not having Internet access. If we look at the reasons why the citizens 
does not have Internet at home, 65 percent state that they do not have the need and 18 percent that they 
do not know how to use the Internet (ITST 2011a: 15). The relative high turnout of people who assess that 
they do not need Internet access shows that part of the Danish population is not aware that more and 
more contact with the public authorities will be mandatory to do online.     
The development towards more e-governance increases and according to Danish politicians it is 
not to be expected that the speed of the development would be slowed down in the near future (Sahl-
Madsen 2011: 6, Akdogan 2010: 11). The same statistic shows that numbers of citizens that are not 
prepared to meet the demands of being a citizen in a fully digital society are at 65 percent. Additionally 14 
percent of the citizens answer that they do not want an Internet connection. It is possible that an 
interviewed person chose both answers since more than one reason could be given. Only 4 percent state 
the reason for not having Internet at home with the fact that they have access to the Internet somewhere 
else (ITST 2011a: 15).  However, the numbers reveal an information gap between the citizens' 
understanding of their Internet need and the political visions of making more digital services mandatory. 
At the same time the fact that the Internet penetration has reached 86 percent, does almost approve the 
normalisation theory, which is presented in the previous chapter (Norris 2001: 70). The theory predicts 
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that 90-95 percent of the population should be connected to the Internet at home however, the 
development goes in this direction.     
4.1.2 Age 
The lack of focus on the seniors' use of ICT combined with the fact that many seniors have left the labour 
market having non or only basic IT-skills has lead to the rise of a digital divide based on age (Jæger 2005b: 
13). Six years after Jæger's findings, it is still possible to prove a strong correlation between age and 
Internet access. The use of the Internet drops to 80 percent among 55-64-year- old and even down to 56 
percent of people of 65-74 years of age. For the oldest part of the population, the number of Internet 
users decreases to 31 percent (ITST 2011a: 28). The numbers in table 1 show the correlation between age 
and use of the Internet in 2010.   
The demographic development will result in a dramatic growth in the number of seniors in the coming 
years. The combination of being elderly and not an active part of the labour market results in an increased 
ratio of IT-illiterates. According to Jæger (2005b: 114) unemployed and old age pensioners access to an 
enhancement of IT-skills is limited compared to those available in the labour market because the work 
place serves as a natural place to improve IT-skills.   
Although rates have improved in the US, seniors continue to be the least likely group to have 
Internet access (Servon 2002: 37). Senior, defined as citizens aged 65 and older are lacking behind. Senior 
Americans who use the Internet have done so primarily for personal reasons like for example to stay in 
touch with children and grandchildren. The personal motivation of seniors differentiated them from other 
Americans who are often motivated by school or work to use the Internet.   
The senior s IT-skills are also dividing them from the rest of the population. To fill in a tax form 
demands more of the citizens than being able to turn on the computer - you need to use a personal login 
and password, as for example NemID and you have to be able to navigate in a certain system with 
different folders, as well as fill in personal information. Altogether this demands various IT-skills. 
Therefore the question and answers in table 2, which deals with the question whether a person can 
complete one's annual tax return, will be used as data that shows if people of different age are able to use 
Tabel 1: Age and Use of the Internet
Years Total 16-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-79
Use of the Internet within the Last Three Months 83 97 92 80 56 31
Never used the Internet 14 1 5 16 39 65
Source: Danmarks Statistik 2010:1
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one of the key e-governance services. The table reveals two significant findings. Age has a great impact. 
People of 55 years or older are to a lesser extent filling out their annual tax return compared to the other 
groups, which primarily consist of working people. The other striking result is the huge turn out on 
negative answers among the youngest people. In total 61 percent does not complete their annual tax 
returns themselves. This is the same group of young people which has to fill in a mandatory form to get 
student grants and loans. This fact makes it complex to explain the numbers in table 2. The young people 
are capable of doing one type of digital service but do not use other kind of online services. One 
explanation could be that to fill in SKAT's form demands other skills than just IT-related skills.       
Table 2: Did you Complete your Annual Tax Return on SKAT's Website Within the Latest Year?    
Youth is a specific segment and this group's use of digital services is often an underestimated issue. In 
newer academic literature the concern about the younger generation is discussed. For example Servon 
(2002: 107-141) has dedicated a special chapter in her book to the understanding of the youth and their 
relation to technology. Also Hargittai & Hinnant (2008: 603) focus on young adults because they have the 
largest level of diffusion. According to them, it is of great importance to study this segment of the 
population because the binary measures of access conclude that inequalities have disappeared. Just like 
seniors, the young generation is not a homogeneous group with similar needs and constrains in relation 
to use of IT (Jæger 2005b: 28).   
Age is one of the most import variables to understand and define the digital divide. As shown in 
table 1 and 2 a larger group of the elderly does not use either the Internet or basic digital services like 
filling out the annual tax return. Young people are in general connected. However, the majority of this 
generation does not use digital services. These two conclusions are both significant challenges which the 
politicians have to face to make Denmark more digital.      
4.1.3 Disability 
There are no public data on access to the Internet or IT-skills of disabled people. It has been suggested 
from the social democratic politician, Yildiz Akdogan, at a consultation in the standing committee for 
science and technology in the Danish parliament (Udvalget for Videnskab og Teknologi 2010c) that this 
Years Total 16-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-79 80-89
Yes 66 34 75 74 71 63 63 55 61
No 33 61 24 24 29 37 37 45 39
Source: Danmarks Statistik 2010: 3
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category should be analysed and included in the official statistical data made of the Statistics Denmark 
but the proposal was rejected by the Minister of Science.     
The Statistics Denmark (2011) has made an examination of why people did not have Internet at 
home. One of the options in the questionnaire was: physical disability. Only one percent gave this answer. 
This result indicates that disability is a minor problem.     
The development of computer accessories to support different disabilities is so advanced that the 
computer or the Internet in itself is not a barrier. The most significant obstacle to disabled persons is if a 
website has low accessibility. At present, official websites have to meet international defined accessibility 
demands, web content accessibility guidelines (WCAG). However, there are significant problems among 
the official home pages: none of them fulfil all the technical demands (Sensus 2010). When the standard 
is not met, it means that certain groups of people with disabilities will be excluded from a website. The 
ITST has examined the majority of the municipalities public homepages e-accessibility without having in-
depth knowledge about the needs of the various groups of disabled people. The European Commission is 
also aware of the issue and standards were implemented to ensure that all segments of the population 
can use web pages and thereby digital services.        
4.1.4 Education 
There is correlation between the length of education and the amount of IT-skills. For example 62 percent 
of the population, with a basic school education, has used a program for word processing. For the group 
of people with higher education the equivalent number is 92 percent. Some of the variation can be 
explained by the fact that seniors, who have relative lower IT-skills, have a shorter education than the 
younger generations (ITST 2011a: 29).        
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Table 3: Percentage of the Population that Does Certain Internet Assignments 2010  
Basic school Upper secondary education Higher education 
Use word processing  62 81 92 
Install a program on the 
computer  
55 67 79 
Use a spreadsheet  54 70 80 
Save a file on a computer 56 71 86 
Base: Percent of the population 16-89 years  
Source: ITST (2011a: 29)  
Also in the US, Servon (2002: 33) found out that for the most part, the fewer the number of years of 
education, the lower the computer and Internet penetration. Table 3 shows the same correlation in 
Denmark; education has a positive effect on a person's IT-skills. Given that technological skills are 
increasingly important to find employment in the information age, this lack of access to technology 
reinforces and exacerbates the negative outcomes in the labour market for those with limited education. 
Thus, education is a variable that has a relative great impact on the digital divide.   
4.1.5 Gender 
In the US the gender gap is completely closed in terms of Internet access (Servon 2002: 37). The situation 
is similar in Denmark (Danmarks Statistik 2011a: 1). However, men and woman use IT-tools differently. 
Table 4 shows that there is a small difference between man and woman's use of a computer. The variation 
indicates that men are using more various computer programs than women, however, gender does only 
account for a small part of the explanation of the digital divide. According to a study made by Teknologisk 
Institut (2007: 17, 31) the picture is more complex: Men have more IT-skills than women, a part of the 
reason could be that there is a tendency that men are more technical self-sufficient than woman and 
thereby attain higher skills.      
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Table 4: Percentage of the Population that has Certain IT-skills   
Women Man 
Use program for word 
processing  
76 76 
Install a program on the 
computer  
59 72 
Use a spreadsheet  62 71 
Save a file on a computer 66 71 
Base: Percent of the population 16-89 years  
Source: ITST (2011a: 28)  
4.1.6 Household Structure 
Another important factor that correlates with computer and Internet access is household structure. 
Households with two parents and children have much higher rates of computer and Internet access than 
any other family type (Servon 2002: 35). According to the newest Danish numbers shown in table 5, 
single-parents and couples with children are significant more likely to have Internet access compared to 
households without children. A person being part of a family with children is most likely to have the best 
preconditions for using digital services.  Household structure is a variable which the politicians cannot 
affect directly. However, the described tendency can be taken into considerations when choosing target 
groups for the public initiatives.   
     
Table 5: Household Structure in Relation to Use of Internet and IT-skills  
Single without children Single with children Couple without children Couple with children
Has used the Internet within the last three months 83 93 85 97
Has never used the Internet 14 3 12 1
Save a file on a computer 71 75 68 83
Use word processing 76 81 79 90
Use a spreadsheet 65 71 68 82
Install a compute program 68 84 63 82
Source: Danmarks Statistik 2010 
Note: Children are <16 years
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4.1.7 Income  
Different levels of economic resources including the personal and the household's income affect the 
ability to afford home computers, broadband and related software. The price of computer and faster 
Internet connections is declining but the expectations and demands to the needed equipment increase 
with the price fall (Norris 2001: 77ff). This reflection is still important. The development of computers and 
hardware is happening so fast that citizens have to renew the equipment every three or four years and be 
able to connect to the Internet in a proper speed if they want to use the digital services. This fact 
substantiates the point of a continuing digital divide (Jæger 2005b: 15).    
Table 6 illustrates the size of the gap in relation to Internet use and income. The table summarizes 
trends in the social profile of Internet users within five categories. The group with income between 
100.000 and 200.000 Danish kroner stands out. They use the Internet the least, and almost every third 
person has never used the Internet. Teknologisk Institut (2007: 36f) has made similar findings and 
according to this source especially the group that has an income between 100.000-200.000 Danish kroner, 
has the lowest IT-skills because this group partly consists of people who receive welfare payments and is 
the lowest paid employees. Table 6 also includes people with an income under 100.000 and thereby many 
of the students, which have higher IT-skills. The connection between a more permanent lower income 
and weaker IT-skills appears when students are taken out of the consideration.   
As the Internet diffuses more widely it is to be expected that the income gap closes. However, the 
numbers indicate that people do not deselect the Internet because of economical reasons. The point is 
substantiated by the fact that groups with lower income compared to other groups use the Internet more 
frequently or as much. As shown in table 6 it is not possible to prove a monotonic correlation between 
income and Internet use. Other variables than the economic variable affects the middle income group. In 
chapter 6 the analysis will be further extended when correlations between personal motivation and 
income will be presented.   
4.1.8 Socio-economic Status  
Socio-economic status has some coefficient of determination for the digital divide. Especially when 
looking at correlation between unemployment and use of Internet in table 7, 25 percent of the 
Tabel 6: Income and Use of the Internet 
Total <50.000 50.000  100.000 100.000-200.000 200.000-300.000 >300.000
Used the Internet within the last three months 83 90 83 67 88 94
Never used the Internet 14 7 15 29 11 4
Source: Danmarks Statistik 2010: 9 
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unemployed have never used the Internet. Compared to the other socio-economic groups this is a high 
number. Taken into considerations that unemployed probably need to have some contact with the public 
authorities regarding their public benefits, furthermore this contact will be online within a short time 
which could be problematic. The numbers in table 7 also show that unemployed have the lowest IT-skills 
and that the higher level wage earners have the most IT-skills, which indicates that there is a positive 
correlation between better IT-skills and having a job. Thereby table 7 proves that socio-economic status to 
a large degree affects the digital divide.   
4.1.9 Geography  
Examining the issue regionally, table 8 shows that the gap between rural areas and other areas in relation 
to Internet use almost have diminished: 78 percent of the Danes living in thin populated areas have 
Internet access, compared to 90 percent of the people living in densely populated areas. Therefore 
geography does not have a significant impact on the digital divide.  
4.1.10 Origin  
The dataset from the Statistics Denmark shows that origin has some coefficient of determination in 
relation to IT-skills. These numbers are not published on the Statistics Denmark's homepage but can be 
obtained through the ITST. Table 9 shows that Danes have substantial higher IT-skills compared to 
immigrants and their descendants, however, the use of Internet is almost equal for the two groups.      
In the US, Servon (2002: 29) refers to deep cleavages along racial lines in terms of access to 
technology. In Denmark, origin does affect the digital divide but in a different and lower way than in the 
US. In Denmark the challenge is about understanding how to use the digital services and the language 
barrier. In this statistic all immigrants are grouped as one variable. This group of people is not 
Table 8: Geography's Effect on Internet Use
Total Medium populated areas Thin populated areas
Used the Internet within the last three months 83 90 83 78
Never used the Internet 14 7 15 19
Source: Danmarks Statistik 2010: 9 
Densely populated areas
Table 7: Socio-economic Status in Relation to use of the Internet and IT-skills
Student Wege earner higher level Self-employed Unemployed
Has used the Internet within the last three months 99 93 99 88 69
Has never used the Internet 0 5 0 10 25
Save a file on a computer 95 74 90 67 55
Use word processing 95 83 97 79 63
Use a spreadsheet 94 73 87 66 50
Install a program on the computer 98 72 83 65 51
Source: Danmarks Statistik 2010 
Wage earner lower level
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homogeneous and their IT-skills can be affected by a number of other variables. Thus table 9 does only 
give a superficial understanding of the circumstances and from that perspective it is not possible to draw 
more information than that origin affects the digital divide and immigrants have lesser IT-skills than 
Danes. There is a need for a better understanding and documentation of the racial component of the 
digital divide but more specific research aimed at examining racial issues has not been initiated yet.  
Origin's interplay with the digital divide is an issue, which can be affected by politicians. When public 
initiatives are made it is significant to consider how the level of immigrants' IT-skills can be raised. The 
numbers show that immigrants already use the Internet but the group needs better IT-skills to be able to 
use digital services.    
4.2 Longitudinal Considerations 
To answer the preliminary question whether the digital divide grows or narrows and to fully understand 
the development of the digital divide longitudinal data is needed. The amount of data about physical 
Internet access is considerable therefore the answer, according the binary understanding of access, is 
simple. However, a more complex understanding depends of longitudinal, valid and replicable numbers 
about IT-skills and e-government indicators. These data are more difficult to produce. IT-skills have not 
before been measured to the same extent as Internet access, the measure is more complex and the way 
of measuring differs, thus this comparison will not be included in this thesis. Instead data about Internet 
access are included.    
In 2002 76 percent of the Danish population was Internet-users (Danmarks Statistik 2003). In 
2008 80 percent used the Internet on a regular basis (Kom 2009: 19). According to Statistics Denmark 
(2010b) 89 percent of the Danish people from the age of 16 to 74 have Internet access at home. However, 
the numbers of Danes having access to Internet at home is 84 percent when the population is defined as 
Table 9: Origin in Relation to use of the Internet and Personal IT-skills
Danish Immigrants/descendants 
Has used the Internet within the last three months 88 87
Has never used the Internet 10 5
Save a file on a computer 74 69
Use word processing 82 71
Use a spreadsheet 72 58
Install a computer program 71 67
Source: Danmarks Statistik 2010 
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people being age 16-89. At European level the standard age range is 16-74, which also will be used in this 
thesis.     
Both comparisons show that the use of and access to the Internet increased substantially. This 
means that if the digital divide is defined as unspecified use of and access to the Internet the digital divide 
has narrowed over the last decade and still is narrowing in Denmark. However, if the digital divide is 
defined as a more complex phenomenon, which also is affected of the above presented variables it is not 
possible to conclude whether the digital divide is narrowing or growing.    
4.3 Which of the Variables have the Most Coefficient of Determination? 
According to Warschauer (2003: 8) there is no overriding factor for determining the digital divide. He 
supports the idea of a divide, which is affected by many factors. There is no doubt that the Danish digital 
divide is affected by various variables and that it makes sense to speak about diverse divides. Some of the 
variables have more coefficient of determination than others. A fundamental issue is that 12 percent of 
the Danish population has not used the Internet. The physical access to Internet is the basis for using 
digital services, thus this cleavage has to be taken seriously.    
Age is the most determining variable. As shown above in this chapter there is a strong negative 
correlation between age and Internet access. The older you are the more likely you are to be without an 
Internet connection. The use of the youths' IT-skills is a complex problem. They have high IT-skills but are 
not using digital services that are not mandatory. Thus, personal motivation is a strong reason why this 
group is part of the digital divide. The level of education has a great impact on the digital divide. There is 
an interrelation between higher education and more IT-skills.    
Whether disability is a variable with more or less coefficient of determination is difficult to 
conclude because there is a lack of data. However, there is a political focus in Denmark and in the EU on 
improving electronic accessibility (e-accessibility) to public home-pages. E-accessibility is essential for 
disable people's use of digital services. When a homepage does not meet the standards of accessibility 
groups of disabled people are excluded respectively in relations to the state of the homepage. The WCAG 
standards were made compulsory in 2008 and the governmental agency, the ITST, monitors the situation 
every second year. Not even the Ministry of Science's homepage meets these requirements (Sensus 
2010). At present there are no sanctions when public authorities facilitate home-pages with low e-
accessibility. The problems of disabled people's access to e-governance and digital services could be 
eliminated if the public authorities obey the already existing technical standards.  
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Gender has no impact on Internet access, but there is a minor tendency that the women's levels 
of IT-skills are lower compared to men. In chapter 6 data about personal motivation will be presented and 
it is shown that men rate their need of IT-skills higher than women. This could be an explanation of the 
gender gap.    
Household structure has a great impact on both use of Internet and level of IT-skills. A person 
living in a family with children has a bigger tendency to use the Internet and to have more IT-skills.    
Income has a significant impact on the digital divide. There is a positive connection between 
income and use of Internet. Yet, the connection is equivocal because students have a low income and 
relative high use of the Internet.    
The variable socio-economic status has a great impact and shows the latter point more evident. 
Students use the Internet the most and have the highest IT-skills, whereas unemployed have the lowest IT-
skills and the greatest percentage of persons that have never used the Internet.    
Origin is a variable with some impact on the digital divide. Immigrants and their descendants have 
lower IT-skills compared to Danish citizens. The issue about the origin remains unknown as long as the 
empirical data is not published.   
Geography has a minimal impact on the Danish divide. There can be several reasons why there 
still is a small variation in Denmark. A decade ago the penetration of the Internet would have been an 
obvious answer. At present almost all households can get an Internet connection. Due to the universal 
service obligation the telephone companies have compulsory obligation to secure nationwide distribution 
of Internet (ITST 2011d). Nonetheless, there are still more rural areas where the slow speed of the 
Internet connection makes it difficult to use digital services. In total there are approximately 9000 
households that cannot get a broadband speed of 512 kilobytes per second, which was the political 
objective in 2010 (VTU 2010b: 11). In peripheral region the speed and coverage of the Internet varies. The 
government is responsible for securing a complete Internet disposal, which is the foundation for bridging 
the digital gap and a completely digitalisation of public services.        
To draw a conclusion of the significance of the variables: age, education, household structure, 
income, socio-economic status, origin and to a lesser extent gender and geography have an impact on the 
digital divide.    
This result can be verified by the Danish scientists, Lars Torpe, Jeppe Agger Nielsen and Jens 
Ulrich who have made similar findings. In 2005 they have examined the digital divide in relation to 
Internet access, IT-skills and online political participation. According to their findings the most significant 
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dividing line in relation to IT-skills is between persons below and over 60 years (Torpe et al. 2005: 123). 
Another important finding is the monotonous correlation between the length of education, and more 
access and higher IT-skills. They also found out that to some extend the younger and elder generation 
have similar behaviour, they are less engaged compared to the mid-age group (Ibid: 145). The youngest 
generation has the IT-skills but their participation and use of digital services depends on their personal 
motivation. Similar to the thesis' findings, the scientists did not find any impact of gender (Ibid: 124).     
These findings from 2005, where age and education have the strongest impact on the digital 
divide and gender does not have an impact, are similar to the findings presented above. This could 
indicate that some of the cleavages have a more permanent character and are difficult to change. This 
tendency supports the underlying premise of the thesis that a change of the current situation of the 
digital divide demands more political initiatives.    
Warschauer (2003: 8) advocates for a new approach to the digital divide. He suggests that from a 
political standpoint, the goal of using ICT with marginalised groups should not be to overcome the digital 
divide but to further a process of social inclusion. He expands his thoughts by stating that he prefers 
alternative concepts and terminology that more directly focus on the social challenges. Many of the 
significant variables affect more than just a person's IT-skills; thereby Warschauer's view is relevant within 
a wider context. So far the Danish numbers about the digital divide have been presented but like 
Warschauer exemplify there are other ways to measure and approach the phenomenon.    
4.4 Presented Findings of the Digital Divide Compared with Other Danish and 
European Findings  
It is possible to approach the digital divide from a different perspective and thereby other and variables 
are basis for the understanding of the phenomenon. Findings from various sources are presented and 
compared to the Danish results in this paragraph. The selected findings are made of a group of Dutch 
scientists, the European Commission and the Danish Technological Institute. The purpose is to place the 
findings of the thesis within a wider context and show the complexity of the phenomenon.     
To understand the character of a problem like the digital divide, the scientists Rittel and Webber 
(1973: 155-169) have made some theoretical considerations. To bridge the digital divide can be 
characterised as a wicked problem. Due to the political nature of this problem, it is bound to fail when a 
scientific basis is used to confront the problem. In addition a policy problem like the digital divide cannot 
be definitively described (Ibid: 155). One of the greatest challenges is to define the problem and locating 
it. A societal problem like the digital divide distinguishes from a problem in the natural science by being 
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ill-defined and relying upon political judgement for resolution (Ibid: 160). According to Rittel and 
Webber's general theory the formulation of a wicked problem is the problem (Ibid: 161). The empirical 
data presented above is collected in accordance with certain theoretical concerns but because of the 
complexity of the phenomenon, the scientists introduced in this paragraph have a different approach.      
An example of a group of scientists that have approached and located the problem of the digital 
gap differently compared to the method used in this thesis is this. In 2009 Natascha Notten, Jochen Peter, 
Gerbert Kraaykamp and Patti M. Valkenburg have examined the digital divide in terms of social inequality 
in digital access across borders. They examined 30 nations using the Program for International Student 
Assessment (PISA), Denmark included and focused on mid-adolescents (15-year-old students). The 
researchers found that adolescents from higher socio-economic and two-parent family household were 
more likely to have Internet access. In addition a characteristic of adolescents from higher-status families 
is that the Internet is more often used for information-search than playing games (Notten et al. 2009: 
551).    
The most significant international finding is that a country s level of modernization only affects 
whether digital applications are available at the family home, but not how they are used (Idem). The 
rationale behind this quote is that a persons' use of digital options depends both on a country s economic 
resources and existing technological infrastructure and at the same time on the individual s demographic 
characteristics. This means that even if a country's technological divide is closed, a social cleavage in 
digital use patterns still exist and are reproduced (Ibid: f, 557). These international findings of Notten et al. 
(2009) are similar to the findings in this thesis; the Danish digital divide is also affected of household 
structure and socio-economic status. In Denmark the technological divide is almost closed and in relation 
to Notten's findings the Danish digital divide is primarily affected by demographic characteristics, but 
Danish debates about the digital divide do not reflect that fact.    
The European Commission (Kom 2009) has also examined the digital divide across nations. In this 
case the Commission has compared the member states' digital competitiveness. The findings from the 
Commission are included to give a picture of Denmark compared to the other European member states. 
In terms of regular and frequent Internet usage Denmark is one of the frontrunners with 71 percent of 
the population accessing the internet almost every day.  This is well above the EU averages for these 
indicators. In addition, the share of individuals never having used the internet, at 12 percent, is amongst 
the lowest in the EU, where the average is 33 percent (Ibid: 18). Furthermore, all internet services are 
used by a larger percentage of the Danish population than the European. In 2009 Denmark had around 50 
percent availability of public online services for citizens. In addition the Danish take-up of online services 
is among the highest in Europe (Idem). In 2008 80 percent of the Danish population used the Internet on 
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a regular basis, while the current average percentage among the 27 European member states (EU27) is 56 
percent (Ibid: 19).    
Another relevant finding for the research question is e-government indicators. In Denmark 44 
percent of the population use e-government services, in EU27 only 28 percent. To be more specific; data 
about the percentage of the population using services of returning online forms is 27 percent in Denmark 
and 12 percent in EU27 (Idem). These comparative numbers show that Denmark is ahead of the other 
member states when it comes to use of both the Internet and online services. Nevertheless, the 
percentage of the population is still low in relation to the political goal of complete online services. More 
Danes have to start using e-government to fulfil this goal.        
Christophe Demunter from the European Commission has examined the digital divide across the 
European Union in 2005. These numbers is included to show the longitudinal tendencies. Demunter's 
most significant results were that the digital divide is mainly a matter of age and education, whereas the 
gender gap is marginal (2005: 1). Education has a positive impact on take-up of ICTs and age has a 
negative effect (Ibid: 4). Like the data presented above, Demunter also finds that the presence of children 
in a household is a major factor in access to ICTs (Ibid: 1). Similar to the Danish studies the European 
studies show that employees have a higher access to and use of ICTs than unemployed, yet students have 
the highest take-up of ICTs.    
On a European level there are significant differences between the countries in relation to the 
divide. The north-western part of Europe has a higher degree of Internet access and home PCs compared 
to the member states in the south and Eastern Europe. Another significant dividing line in the European 
perspective is between rural and central areas (Ibid: 2). Demunter concludes that "despite increasing 
levels of ICT usage in all sections of society, the divide is not being bridged (Ibid: 1). At the European level 
the dividing lines are similar to the Danish, however each European dividing line represents an even 
bigger challenge because the extent of the problems are relative greater. Similar findings in Denmark and 
across Europe are an argument for a mutual solution and the reason why across border cooperation has a 
positive effect      
In 2007 Teknologisk Institut [Danish Technological Institute] published a report called Borgernes 
IKT-færdigheder i Danmark [The Citizens' ICT-skills in Denmark]. The report presents valuable statistical 
data about the Danish digital divide and estimates the needed initiatives to narrow the digital gap. The 
empirical data will be compared to the findings of the thesis and the proposals of initiatives will be 
introduced in chapter 7. According to the report younger persons in general have better ICT-skills than 
older persons (Teknologisk Institut 2007: 16, 31). A logic explanation is that the use of ICTs and 
penetration of the Internet has increased explosively. Additionally the younger generation starts to use 
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ICTs already in grade schools and therefore is being accustomed to use ICTs and the Internet (Idem). It 
also states that the higher level of education the better ICT-skills (Ibid: 33).   
The report includes some important findings that are beyond the extent of this thesis; cognitive 
skills to survey and assemble the information are important but the technological skills are also important 
for the citizens to find and manage information in a secure and effective manner. The cognitive and 
technological skills need to interact (Ibid: 27).    
The comparisons in this paragraph show that the Danish data are not unique. Many dividing lines 
were similar five years ago. Whether some significant variables are country specific is more difficult to 
conclude. There is a tendency that similar variables are determinant in the other European countries and 
the same variables make the digital divide even bigger in Europe. In comparison the Danish divide is 
relatively small but has the same complexity. Most of the Danish dividing lines are persistent, except 
gender and geography.    
4.5 Conclusion 
This chapter contributes to the complete analysis by illustrating what the extent of the digital divide is. 
The findings presented in this thesis show that although gaps in access to IT have begun to close and the 
majority of the population uses the Internet on a regular basis, deeper and more firmly entrenched gaps 
remain in terms of what kind of access and IT-skills each group possess. Using a computer at school or at 
work can be insufficient to obtain the needed IT-skills. There need to be more political incentives to close 
the gap between those who are using IT-tools in sophisticated ways and those who have access but little 
understanding of how to use the programmes and contents on the Internet.    
The presented variables give information about the existing digital divide in relation to the micro-
level. Thereby, the focus is on the individual's risk of being part of the digital divide. The problem of the 
digital divide has changed in Denmark from being a question of physical Internet access to be a matter of 
IT-skills dependencies and about social issues. The latter gaps are more stable and founded of structural 
matters that are difficult to change. It is argued that even if a country like Denmark is able to close the 
technological divide the social cleavages in digital use still exist and are reproduced. The exposition of the 
variables shows that the problem is complex and therefore demands specific political solutions.   
This exposition constitutes the basis for the further analysis. In chapter 5 the empirical data will 
be used as basis for understanding of the consequences of the politicians' various definition of the digital 
divide. In addition it will be discussed whether the empirical and theoretical understanding of the digital 
divide is reflected in the political visions and strategies for coping with the digital divide. In chapter 6 the 
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findings will be used as background information to make an assessment of the correlation between the 
variables, their impact and the public initiatives. To make this analysis tables that show the correlation 
between the variables and the personal motivation will be included, as well as data showing which groups 
with lower IT-skills are motivated to empower their skills through certain initiatives. Before this discussion 
it is necessary to use the current understanding of the theoretical and empirical definition of the digital 
divide, which contains the political level of the phenomenon.                 
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5.0: Analysis of the Political Actors' Approaches to the Digital Divide  
The analysis of the political approaches to the narrowing of the digital divide takes its point of departure 
in the second sub-question about whether it is possible to narrow the digital divide without more political 
attention from the main political actors and new policy definitions. To answer the sub-question the 
analysis contains a presentation of the main political actors, an assessment of the extent of the actors' 
awareness of the digital divide and a discussion about how to make statistical data and thereby measure 
the digital divide. This is done to show the connection between the actors' definition of the problem and 
their political solutions.    
To give a further understanding of the political action plan and their solutions a discussion about 
motivation strategies and visions for contact between the IT-weak citizens and the public authorities is 
included. From the following discussions it is possible to conclude that the definition of the phenomenon 
and thereby also the understanding of the extent of the digital divide differ both among the political 
actors and between the politicians and the scientists. When the threads are gathered in the analysis's 
concluding paragraph, it is clear that at present there is no correlation between the dominating political 
approach of the Minister of Science and the empirical evidence, which builds on an academic approach of 
the digital divide.    
This means that according to the minister the digital divide includes approximately 12 percent of 
the Danes, whereas according to the political opposition and the scientists the digital gap affects 
significant more Danes. However because the statistical measurements are changed and do not measure 
according to the scientific definition of the phenomenon a more exact number is impossible to state. 
Consequently, to narrow the divide it is necessary for the politicians to agree on a different definition and 
extent of the phenomenon.        
The analysis builds on the theoretical understanding presented in chapter 4 and the empirical 
data is used as a basis for the assessment of consequences of the variation between the political and 
academic understanding of the digital divide. The main sources in addition to the previous chapters are 
primarily the interviews, statements made in open consultations in the Committee of Science and 
Technology. The analysis of the political level is basis for the understanding of the political incentives and 
action plans, which are introduced in chapter 6.   
5.1 Who are the Main Political Actors? 
The analysis is partly based on empirical evidence gained from six interviews. The interviewees can be 
grouped in three categories; politicians from the highest political level, public servants for the National IT 
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and Telecom Agency and a chief consultant from Local Government Denmark (KL). The reasons why these 
persons are selected are indicated in the overviews of the interviewees in the appendix and the 
methodological considerations of interviews are presented in chapter 2.   
In Denmark the political division responsible for the digital divide is split between two 
departments, the Digital Taskforce that is attached to the Ministry of Finance and the ITST as part of the 
Ministry of Science. The latter has the superior responsibility in proposition to the citizens, the public 
sector and business community. ITST works with development of IT-politics and should contribute to 
coordinate, develop and implement the government's overall IT-politics on a governmental, regional and 
municipal level (Selle & Skard 2008: 51f).    
The responsibility for the citizens' IT-skills and the making of statistical data is placed in the office, 
Division for E-inclusion, which is attached to ITST. The office is staffed with less than ten persons and the 
organisational chart shows that the office is placed far down in the hierarchical structure, which shows 
that the issue of IT-skills does not have the highest priority (ITST 2011c).         
The contributions from the interviews will be presented in the next paragraphs, to the extent that 
the interviewees' comments and answers are relevant and useful for the analysis.    
5.2 How to Define the Digital Divide?  
The discussion presents the politicians understandings of digital divide and gives answers of why the 
Danish IT-politics turns out the way it does. This paragraph illustrates the differences between the 
academic and political definition of the digital divide. The analysis draws upon the theory about wicked 
problems that is presented in chapter 3.     
The way in which a particular problem is defined leads to a specific policy solution (Servon 2002: 
6). Given that, to get the right definition is the key to make a solution that suits the reality. This is the 
reason why the analysis of the political understandings of the phenomenon is significant. According to 
Rittel and Webber (1973: 155) policy problems cannot be definitively described . The fact that the 
technology gap has been defined as the problem of access creates an additional challenge and 
contradistinction to the scientific definition.    
The academic debate introduces two different positions that characterise the political positions in 
Danish politics (Notten et al. 2009: 551). One position, labeled as the disappearing digital divide 
approach, states that social cleavages in access to digital technologies and thereby unequal access to 
information will gradually disappear through the egalitarian character, accessibility, and diffusion of the 
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Internet (Ibid). Norris (2001) represents this position. The other position holds the view that social 
inequality in informational resources may manifest itself not only in differential digital access but also in 
differential digital use patterns. This position will be referred to as the complexity approach. One of the 
scientists having this approach is DiMaggio (2004). At the political level the disappearing digital divide 
approach is represented by the Minister of Science.    
It is a tendency that the Ministry of Science refers to the digital divide as solely being about the 
population's use of the Internet and text messages (Akdogan 2011: 2, Danmarks Statistik 2010b). Jensen 
(2010: 3), who also represents the government, agrees with Sahl-Madsen and adds that if a citizen is able 
to surf on the Internet then the citizen is not part of the digital divide. Akdogan from the Social Democrats 
(2010:1) disagrees and criticizes the Minister for underrating the importance of the digital divide and for 
just referring to the part of the population which can send text messages. Akdogan emphasizes that being 
able to use a mobile phone is not equivalent to have enough IT-skills to send an e-mail with an 
attachment, which should be more complex and a necessary part of using digital services. Also Rindsig 
who represents Local Government Denmark (2010:5) critiques of Sahl-Madsen's access focused way of 
understanding the digital divide. Further, Rindsig's viewpoint is in continuation of DiMaggio's position. 
Local Government Denmark works with flexible definitions of the phenomenon that reflects a more case-
dependent approach. Rindsig clarifies his definition by referring to that there is no causal relation 
between being able to use online banking and the use of more complex digital public administration. For 
example it is predictable that the majority of Danes who use online banking are not necessarily able to 
understand and use more demanding e-government solutions.     
The Ministry of Science does not work with a specific definition of the digital divide internally, 
according to the public servant Mazaheri. The IT-barometer, which function will be discussed later on in 
5.3.1, has been used before it became abolished of Sahl-Madsen and now the ITST is waiting for a coming 
project in which the IT-competence-goals will be formulated (2010: 5). It means that the ITST is working in 
a vacuum in proportion to a definition of the digital divide. In continuation of the various definitions of 
the phenomenon, each assessment of the extent of the digital divide differs. As it is pointed out by Rittel 
and Webber (1973: 161) the formulation of a wicked problem is the problem . The information 
demanded to understand the problem depends upon the politicians ideas for bridging the digital gap.   
5.2.1 What is the Extent of the Digital Divide? 
In this paragraph point of views of the interviewees about the extent of the digital divide are compared. 
The perceptions of the extent build on the various definitions of phenomenon.  
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The politicians disagree of the definition of the digital divide. By Jensen's (2010: 3) definition of 
the digital divide approximately 12 percent of the Danish population who do not use the Internet can be 
characterised as being part of the phenomenon. Akdogan (2010: 1), the other IT-spokesman refers to the 
IT-barometer, which measured the Danes IT-skills. Thereby she represents the most pessimistic view point; 
according to her 41 percent of the Danes have too low IT-skills to be able to use digital services. Akdogan 
adds that according to the IT-barometer the number of citizens with lower IT-skills has rose since the 
study in 2008. The status of today is unknown because the IT-barometer has been abolished. The function 
of the IT-barometer will be elaborated later in this chapter.    
Mazaheri (2010: 8f) from ITST clarifies by giving the background information; since the Ministry of 
Science does not measure the citizens' IT-skills on the basis of qualitative measurements and estimation, 
the digital divide is referred to as being people that do not use the Internet. Mazaheri adds that there is 
difference between how the ITST works internally and how the minister defines the extent of the 
phenomenon in public. The other public servant Staffeldt (2010: 6) agrees and substantiates Mazaheri s 
statement by referring to the fact that ITST uses a definition of the digital divide, which includes different 
groups of people and thereby is similar to the result of the analysis of the variables in chapter 3.    
At ITST they are aware of the most problematic groups: The elderly, early retirement pensioner, 
people with a shorter education, people without association to the labour marked and people with 
medium long education where IT is not a natural part of their daily routines. Rindsig (2010: 4f) from Local 
Government Denmark expands on his more complex and case-dependent understanding and states that 
he considers it illusory that 80-90 percent of the population is IT-ready. On the other hand, he disagrees 
with the Danish Social Democratic Party and thinks the percentage of IT-ready persons is higher than the 
59 percent.    
These various approaches illustrate a distinction between the academic understanding and the 
political definition of the digital divide. The public view about the Danish digital divide, served by the 
Minister of Science, focuses on the physical access.  The present academic understanding of the concept, 
which is introduced in chapter 3, has changed. The Minister's view takes the official debate back to the 
original understand that was used by the scientists in the 1990ies. The disappearing digital divide 
approach is presented by both governmental parties. Their political understanding of the digital divide is 
in stark contrast to Warschauer's understanding of the digital divide. The scientist (2003: 11) criticises the 
digital divide approach, which emphasises getting people online because this approach reveals a 
superficial understanding of the phenomenon. Warschauer prefers an alternative terminology and 
concept as the complexity approach.    
Local Government Denmark represents a view that is in line with for example Warschauer's 
(2003) point that it makes more sense to measure the citizens' ability to understand and use digital 
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services. This position is also supported by DiMaggio and Hargittai who emphasise that since the Internet 
diffusion rates have already increased the attention should change and include digital inequality, which 
covers the differences among people who already have Internet access. Also Jæger (2005a: 65) expands 
on the issue according to her the character of the discussion of an A- and B-team has changed to be a 
more complex understanding of the digital divide, which includes an understanding of the interrelation 
between societal structures, cultural relationships, personal perceptions and different resources.    
This is in contrast to the Minister of Science, who relates to the old definition of the digital divide, 
which does not include the perspective that citizens need more advantaged IT-skills to be a part of the 
information society. There is a lack of up-to-date knowledge about the extent of the problem.    
The limited length of the thesis leaves no space for a specific comparison of the separate variables 
and the approaches of the politicians. However, all the interviewees recognise the statistical data from the 
Statistics Denmark and whether or not the knowledge about the variables are used and considered when 
making the initiatives will be assessed in chapter 6.     
5.2.2 To what Extent is there a Political Focus on the Digital Divide? 
A clear definition of the phenomenon and its extent is the foundation for an awareness of the digital 
divide. In addition there need to be an agreement between the political actors where to place the 
responsibility for trying to narrow the digital divide. The politicians also need to think that it is a 
governmental issue to act. The interviewees agree that the responsibility for the citizens' IT-skills is split 
between the government and the individual. The degree of demanded personal responsibility differs. 
There is a cleavage between the right- and left-wing politicians, too.     
The liberal politician, Jensen (2010: 3), emphasises that there should be public upgrade-offers but 
the individual citizen is responsible of being investigative. Akdogan (2010: 1) points out that the society is 
responsible of providing the requisite means and tools to improve the citizens' IT-skills. Mazaheri (2010: 4) 
from the ITST facilitates one of the current and greatest public initiatives, the network Learn more about 
IT. She explains that the underlying idea was to make a national network in which other informal 
organisations and interest groups can be responsible and perform the task of raising the citizens' IT-skills. 
This is done by making the initiatives closer to the citizens and make people themselves turn to the 
upgrade-offers. The function of the network will be elaborated in chapter 6.   
In relation to the sub-question whether more political attention is needed to bridge the digital 
divide or the phenomenon will diminish with time the political stances differ. Again it is obvious that if the 
problem is looked upon as a persisting phenomenon the effort to change it and act will have to be bigger. 
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According to Staffeldt (2010: 2) the problem will naturally decrease when the elderly and thereby the 
weakest IT-group pass away. The public servant forecasts that there will be a need for the network task-
force the next 5-10 years and then the problem will decrease. However, there will always be a need of 
public support. Sahl-Madsen (2010) refers to the work the Learn more about IT-network is doing, which 
can help to bridge the gap.    
According to the Minister of Science (Idem) Akdogan exaggerates the problem with IT-weak 
citizens, she underline her argument by referring to the high number of citizens who use the Internet, 
online banking and SKAT's homepage. Both Sahl-Madsen (2011: 2) and Jensen (2010: 2) agree with 
Staffeldt and underline that due to the generational change and the bigger effort in the education system 
the problem will diminish. Mazaheri (2010: 5), from the ITST, stresses that there will always be a group of 
people who neither bother nor has the qualification to learn how to use the digital services. In addition 
the problem will always persist since the needed level of IT-skills will increase. Akdogan (2010: 1) agrees 
with the government's chain of reasoning but she makes it clear that the digital divide is a more complex 
phenomenon and when the number of citizens with weak IT-skills is correlated in relation to age then 
there is a group of approximate 20 percent of the population who are part of the digital gap. There need 
to be initiatives supporting and targeting this group.               
The awareness of the media is present. Several newspapers have published articles about the 
digital divide and the lack of personal IT-skills among Danes. There is an ongoing debate about the size of 
the problem and possible solutions. For example the national newspaper, Børsen, has published articles 
about the issue of the lack of IT-skills among citizens. In the article by the journalist Jette Aagaard (2010a) 
it is stressed that it is especially the seniors who cannot follow the development of e-governance and 
their lack of IT-skills is not a problem, which will fix itself. It is underlined in Aagaard's article (Idem) that 
the group of seniors who have left the labour market experience decreasing IT-skills. Another concern is 
that the social inheritance in relation to IT-skills is significant. This is an argument for a more extensive IT-
education throughout the educational system (Aagaard 2010b).    
Several other interest groups are aware of the digital gap and try to affect the digital agenda. One 
of the most significant is the CIO Innovation Forum (2009). The forum was founded on initiative of the 
newspaper Computerworld and Dansk IT. The latter is an interest organisation for IT-professionals whose 
goal is to diffuse application of IT. Their focus is the citizens  need to be able to do more than just utilise IT, 
they need to be innovative and create new solutions with IT. This vision cannot be realised without a 
much wider focus on raising the citizens' IT-skills (Ibid: 4). The Innovation Forum stresses the need to 
define, to measure and formulate new initiatives to increase the IT-skills (Ibid: 6). The need of a new way 
of measuring the digital divide is a recently shared demand by all the IT-politicians and stakeholders.  
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5.3 How to make Statistical Data about the Digital Divide? 
The extent of the digital divide in Denmark is defined on the basis of the statistical data and therefore the 
numbers' correctness is of most importance. The data has political implication. If the extent of the divide 
is defined as sizeable it will require political action. This paragraph contains the ongoing political debate 
about how to define and measure the digital divide.    
Statistics Denmark and ITST in cooperation select the measure - variables to make the statistical 
data about the digital divide. Thus, the opposition's critique, here represented by Akdogan is pointed at 
the Ministry of Science.      
5.3.1 Repeal of the IT-barometer 
The IT-barometer was used to measure the Danish digital divide in 2008 and 2009 (ITST 2008). It divided 
the population in four groups where the two first levels indicated that a person had no or very limited IT-
skills and the third and fourth level included the citizens with average or strong IT-skills. The measurement 
was made on basis of results from questionnaires where the interviewees should estimate their own IT-
skills. In 2007 40 percent of the population was on one of the two lowest levels and it 2008 the equivalent 
number has increased to 41 (Idem).     
The IT-barometer-measurement was not continued in 2010 due to a political decision made by 
Sahl-Madsen. The primary argument for the repeal was that it was not valid because the measuring to a 
large extent emphasised personal assessment (Sahl-Madsen 2011: 3-4). The barometer has not been 
replaced. Thus, the official way to refer to the IT-ready percentage is by referring to the use of Internet 
and text messaging (Ibid: 3).      
Akdogan's (2010: 2) opinion is that the Minister of Science tries to embellish the numbers. She 
believes that the IT-barometer was abolished because the extent of the digital divide was substantial and 
the result would require political action. Furthermore the IT-barometer illustrated that the number of 
people with lower IT-skills was growing (Ibid: 1). Akdogan (Idem) emphasises that it is criticisable when 
the Minister of Science indicates that the Danes are IT-ready because the majority use the Internet. For 
example it demands more IT-skills to use SKAT's web-page than to surf the Internet. According to Akdogan 
this way of measuring is not sufficient.    
As representative of the opposition, Akdogan, has three times called an open consultation with 
the Minister of Science in the Committee for Science and Technology to stress the need for more political 
focus on the digital divide and related issues in 2010 (Udvalget for Videnskab og Teknologi 2010a, 2010b, 
2010c). In this committee she has for example asked the Minister why she did not measure the extent of 
digital divide for disabled people (Udvalget for Videnskab og Teknologi 2010a). The answer from Sahl-
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Madsen was that the organisations for disabled people are included in the ITST's work by being part of the 
network and being included in the development of NemID (Sahl-Madsen 2011: 4). However, Sahl-Madsen 
does not find it necessary to statistically measure the divide for disabled people.    
The discussion of how to measure the digital divide has also been debated several times in the 
Danish parliament in 2010 (Sahl-Madsen 2011: 3). The Minister of Science argues that the statistical data 
is better when it reflects the Danes consumption of Its, but the Danish Social Democratic Party wants to 
change this way of measuring.     
In addition there is a schism between which variables the Statistics Denmark used and which 
results there can be found for free on the public web-page. For example the variable origin, income, 
household structure and disability are not published (ITST 2011a: 27ff), but the information can be 
obtained by an acquisition.        
Even if the political polemic is disregarded it is problematic for the public to monitor the 
development of the digital divide when the variables are changed and numbers are not published. When 
questions and variables are changed longitude investigation and comparison is made impossible. Another 
dilemma is that the politicians understand the existing results about the digital divide in various ways. 
When the Ministry of Science refers to the number of citizens using online banking and utilise it to 
illustrate and be representative for the Danes IT-skills the picture is misleading because other numbers 
show that a minor percentage use public digital services. There is no logic correlation between the use of 
digital services and being able to use a computer.     
A group of scientists; DiMaggio, Hargittai and Warschauer propose to separate the concept of 
digital divide into two disparate issues; access and ability. They term this division the second-level digital 
divide (Hargittai & Hinnant 2008: 604f). The first-level digital divide is the original binary approach to the 
phenomenon. The second-level digital divide-approach could be a way to deal with the problem. 
Additionally the politicians could be inspired of the scientists' work to find new ways of measuring the 
redefined concept. Warschauer (2003: 6ff) uses this approach by focusing on situational divides where 
access and ability should be assessed in relation to every single situation and each kind of digital service. 
Also Rindsig from Local Government Denmark (2010: 3) suggests that situational divides should be 
measured henceforward. To exemplify, Rindsig points out that it demands various IT-skills to apply for a 
new passport compared to applying for incapacity benefit. By measuring according to access and ability in 
each situation it would thereby be possible to obtain a deeper political understanding and to formulate a 
new definition of the digital divide that includes the understanding of situational IT-skills. Today Statistics 
Denmark measures IT-skills by various technical IT actions a person can perform. This does not provide us 
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with a one unified measure like the IT-barometer did; however, it is the only indicators of the digital divide 
in the meantime.    
The change of the way to measure and define the IT-skills in relation to changing political agendas 
can be compared to a similar occurrence, which is documented by Jæger (2003: 165). Every year the best 
official homepage is elected by ITST on the basis of certain criteria, which are a result of some normative, 
political and technical choices. The initiative can be understood as a way to make the official IT-politics 
concrete (Ibid: 165). These criteria have changed, before 2002 an official homepage was assessed for its e-
democracy approach, these criteria are not included in the assessment any more (Ibid: 167). This change 
also illustrates a shift in the official policy; official homepages do not have to be made in accordance with 
a democratic perspective.      
In relation to the research question, this discussion about the repeal of the IT-barometer shows 
that the digital divide can theoretically be bridged by changing the definition of the term. If the definition 
by the Minister of Science is used, the digital divide is narrowing because more Danes are the Internet on 
a regular basis, an increasing number of people send text messages and the majority use online banking. 
According to the opposition, it is not possible to draw a valid conclusion because there is a lack of data 
and knowledge. Regardless of who the digital divide is measured, all the political actors agree that there is 
a group of citizens who need support and an alternative to the digital services to be part of today's 
information society, the multiple ways of being in contact with the public authorities is defined as a 
channel strategy.    
5.4 Channel Strategy: The Contact between the IT-weak Citizens and the Public 
Authorities  
The development of more e-governance puts demands on the citizens' IT-skills. Today the most public 
authorities have a channel strategy to meet the need of all citizens. This means that the citizens can 
communicate with the authorities by telephone, letter or in person in a citizen service centre - the 
communication does not have to be online (OECD 2003: 165). There is an ongoing discussion about what 
the citizens, being part of the digital divide, should do if the channel strategy is closed. This paragraph 
contains a short discussion of the aspects and consequences.   
Until the digital divide is reduced some citizens will need to contact the authorities in an analogue 
manner. The digital divide is a barrier to the development of e-government in that people who cannot 
access the Internet will be unable to benefit from online services. A way to narrow the digital divide is to 
give more information about the digital communication possibilities. The citizen service centres play a 
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central role because the centre is the closest personal link between the public administration and the 
citizens. However, for most citizens transactions with government are relatively rare and will not generally 
provide individuals with the main incentive to increase their IT-skills. This precondition will change with 
the increasing digitalisation.       
Sahl-Madsen (2011: 6) wants to sustain the citizen service centres as long as it is necessary. She 
believes that the need for the service centre will change a long with the increasing number of citizens 
who use the Internet. The official deadline when the majority of the citizens should communicate with 
the public authorities online is in 2014. The channel strategy will still exist after 2014 but the digital 
services should be the preferred choice. This means that some citizen service centres will close and the 
opening hours will be narrowed (Idem, VTU 2010b: 15). Jensen (2010: 13) and Akdogan (2010: 10) agree 
that we should keep the channel strategy in some form. Rindsig (2010: 6) adds that the municipalities are 
worried about the rapid digitalisation because they see themselves as the citizens access to the 
authorities and it creates concern when a larger part of the citizens does not understand this access. Thus, 
Rindsig also wants to sustain the channel strategy. Thereby there is an agreement that e-government 
services need to be developed as part of a broader service channel strategy, especially given the digital 
divide. The Minister of Science (2011: 7) highlighted that more digital services will be mandatory in the 
future.        
OECD (2003: 37) pointed out a more fundamental problem, many e-government initiatives have 
been developed from the supply-side with a build and they will come focus. The government has 
adapted a push-strategy where the digital efficiency measures are forced through by means of compulsion 
(Østergaard & Olesen 2004: 150, Andersen 2007: 15). Whether a push- or a pull-strategy is the best is 
debatable. However, as shown in chapter 3, the number of Danes who use SKAT's webpage is relative low. 
This indicates that simply putting information and services online does not automatically draw the 
citizens.  OECD (2005: 47) emphasises that e-government is a management agenda, not a technology 
agenda . The design and user-orientation of an official webpage together with more attractive contents is 
of great importance for the Minister of Science (2011: 6). She stresses that to attract citizens it requires 
more than relevant contents and a user-oriented webpage. In relation to this aspect Andersen (2007: 13) 
stresses that the public authorities have become far better to deliver online information and digital 
services but it is difficult to make the citizens use the self-service solutions.    
Citizens of all age groups prefer personal service. Even the youngest age group prefers the 
analogue channel, but the digital channel was almost as preferred. The lack of personal contact and direct 
answer are some of the most significant barriers for digital contact to the authorities (Andersen 2007: 16). 
Nevertheless, the citizens' perception of digital services is far from being homogeneous. Andersen (Ibid: 
19) highlights that there has been a lack of understanding and motivation for using digital self-service 
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solutions. The citizens' IT-readiness is exaggerated. Andersen (Ibid: 20) suggests to increase the use of 
digital services by an vulgarisation of the public webpages, more rapid and better finalisation of electronic 
requests from the citizens and a reward for using the online solution.       
According to Andersen (2007: 19) the conception of the self-sufficient citizen who has IT-skills to 
filter and combine information needs to be reconsidered. The politicians should evaluate how far the 
administration technically can develop to include the citizens and they should consider where the border 
line between a legislative consideration and a public sector with a political element is. This point of view 
illustrates the ongoing need of a channel strategy. Yet, there is to a larger extent a great potential of using 
the citizen service centres as a learning platform because it is a place where the public authorities are in 
direct contact with the citizens. The authorities have a unique possibility to motivate and inform the 
citizens about digital services. Thereby the channel strategy could be used as an indirect way of narrowing 
the digital divide. There is a need to motivate the citizens to demand more e-governance.              
5.5 The Importance of Motivational Strategies 
The politicians' approaches to the motivation strategies are discussed in this paragraph to get an 
understanding of how the public authorities' can bridge the digital divide in an effective way. The 
approaches differ with the various political standpoints.   
According to Sahl-Madsen (2011: 7) the motivation of the citizens is a societal problem, which she 
would like to change. At the same time it is a marked-related challenge that the telephone companies 
should help to solve. The telephone companies should take part in informing the citizens of the 
advantages of the Internet (Idem). In relation to this issue, the scientist Mark Warschauer (2003: 213) 
adds that market mechanisms can be effective for expanding access to computers and 
telecommunication but they are not sufficient . Behind the diverse approaches to motivational strategies 
is another conflict of interests. As presented in the theoretical framework, in paragraph 3.2, the lack of 
personal motivation can either be perceived as an individual problem or a problem constructed by social 
structures. The Minister of Science defines it as an individual problem. In continuation hereof the society 
has a limited responsibility for changing the situation instead the single citizens has the choice and 
responsibility to find the motivation to improve their IT-skills. This is in contrast to scientists like Jæger 
(2005c: 17) and Norris (2001: 70) who emphasise that social structures are important for being part of the 
digital divide.        
Akdogan (2010: 5) suggests that to motivate the citizens' use of digital services the public 
authorities should information about the potential saving and societal benefits, which potentially can be 
achieved. The social democrat is against motivating by push-strategies or by giving the citizens an 
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economic reward. This will only reward the citizens with higher IT-skills and maintain the digital divide. 
Jensen (2010: 9) disagrees with Akdogan; he does not think it will help to explain the citizens about the 
savings potential. Furthermore, he stresses that the human is from nature lazy and thus, it is necessary to 
force the citizens to change their behaviour and use of digital solutions. In the ITST where they work 
directly with the question of how to motivate the citizens, Staffeldt (2010: 6) is both working with the idea 
of giving people an economic incentive and then tries to explain the utility to the single citizens. Mazaheri 
(2010: 13) agrees with Akdogan that economic incentives just reward the people who already have IT-
skills; therefore it will create a deeper digital divide.     
All the interviewees agree that technology developments are political affected, the political 
choices and actions are significant. It is a political decision to digitalise and the implementation of digital 
services is political (Sahl-Madsen 2011: 8).      
Both Akdogan (2010: 12), Østergaard and Olesen (2004: 153) suggest that to increase the 
digitalisation without excluding citizens the government should focus on one area at the time and secure 
a total digitalisation to achieve the saving potential. There has been a constant focus on the outcome for 
the government. The scientists (2004: 150) argue that the elite nations in digitalisation and e-governance 
are Canada, USA and Singapore, which are focusing on pull-strategies instead of push-strategies.   
The political interviewees agree that more knowledge about what motivates individuals to 
become connected and familiarise themselves with online procedures is needed. In chapter 6 the 
understanding of personal motivation will be elaborated on and a comparison between the citizens' 
motivation and the political initiatives will be presented. The way to motivate the citizens is linked to the 
understanding of the digital divide. The question is whether the public initiatives shall motivate the 
citizens to use computer or the initiatives shall motivate people to get a better understanding of how to 
use the Internet. Thereby the person motivation is an important factor to be able to bridge the digital 
divide.   
5.6 Conclusion 
To narrow the digital divide does not just demand more political attention, it is necessary to get more 
political attention that builds on the newest data and information. Following the Minister of Science's 
disappearing digital divide approach-definition, the digital divide is already narrowing because an 
increasing number of citizens use the Internet and for example online banking. Therefore the most 
significant hindrance to narrow the digital divide, if it is defined as a relative more complex phenomenon, 
is to create a new political agreement based on a scientific definition. As long as the situation and 
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development of the digital divide is not monitored it will be difficult to change it. It is complicated to solve 
a problem that is not yet defined.     
To sum up, the Minister of Science and Jensen define the digital divide as including people 
without Internet access and thereby the extent of the phenomenon affects approximately 12 percent. The 
number of Internet users is increasing and thus the digital divide is narrowing. In addition there is a group 
of people who need some kind of help and therefore a channel strategy is necessary, however, both 
politicians want to motivate more citizens to use the digital services and gain more IT-skills, this should 
happen as a result of making more of the digital services mandatory. They are both supporters of a push-
strategy. This political view is in contrast to Akdogan and Rindsig who are supporters of the complexity 
approach and request a new definition of the digital divide, which acknowledge that the phenomenon is 
more complex and case-dependent than the binary approach dictate. Neither of them can state the exact 
extent because the digital divide is not estimated in accordance with their approaches. However, as basis 
of her political visions Akdogan use the newest IT-barometer-measurement, which showed that 41 
percent of the Danes are part of the digital divide. Due to Rindsig the extent of the phenomenon is 
somewhere between 12 and 41 percent. To motivate more citizens to use digital services Akdogan wants 
to use a pull strategy, where more information about the societal consequences is encompassed. The two 
different ways to understand the phenomenon is the crux of the matter.   
The official political approach to the digital divide has consequences for the political action plans. 
There is a correlation between the public initiatives and the extent of the phenomenon. If the official 
number of citizens included in the digital divide were extensive it would be more difficult to advance the 
development of mandatory digital services before the majority is getting higher IT-skills and becomes 
more IT-ready. This chapter illustrates that the Minister of Science along with the other governmental 
party has a relative unilateral understanding of the phenomenon and the government does not have any 
intentions to change their action plan. The current backup-solution is the channel strategy. The 
supporters of the complexity approach have presented other action plans, which will be assessed in 
chapter 6. The more differentiated understanding forces new initiatives and makes the digital divide 
relatively more difficult to bridge. In addition the chapter shows that there can be a significant gap 
between the political approaches and the scientific definitions.     
To bridge the digital divide Denmark needs to learn from other nations and develop new policy 
initiatives. In addition it is essential to learn how to motivate citizens. To first step to solve the problem 
could be to make an examination of the social structures and social relations rather than accounting 
Internet lines and broadband distribution. Intervention can be designed to address social problems and 
could be planned to focus on the overall structures and relationships that causes those problems. In the 
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next chapter the correlation between the official digital divide definition and the existing public initiatives 
to narrow the problem will be analysed.                
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6.0 Bridging the Digital Gap - Existing Public IT-initiatives and their 
Interrelation to the Digital Divide  
This chapter relates to the third sub-question: Which new policy initiatives are required to bridge the 
digital divide? The correlation between the official digital divide definition and the existing public 
initiatives to bridge the problem will be analysed. In addition this chapter contains a comparison of the 
result of the analysis of the variable in accordance with the academic definition of the digital divide and 
the public policy initiatives. Therefore it reviews what the public sector is currently doing to close the 
digital divide and discusses the limits of existing policies and programs. Although the public sector has 
initiated important works in this area, the work is made on the background of the binary definition of the 
problem discussed in chapter 3.    
Within the last few years, starting from around 2009, the work has changed and today there is a 
burgeoning political awareness of the importance of making initiatives, which include more groups of the 
population and trying to close the gap. Bridging the digital gap will require both an active engagement of 
the public sector and local initiatives. If the gap remains, it would not be possible to reap the saving 
potential, whicht is one of the goals of the digitalisation of public services.      
One important point that illustrates a reason why the initiatives are important is that generally 
the most disadvantaged have the lowest levels of access, yet they also have high levels of interaction with 
governments (OECD 2003: 14). The digital divide impedes the benefits of e-government and as the 
Minister of Science emphasises the role of the state is to eliminate the impediments for the use of digital 
services. Since the bridging of the digital divide is not simply a problem of access, the second dimension 
of the initiatives should concern training and IT-literacy. The citizens need the ability to use IT for a range 
of purposes and they need to have knowledge of how and why IT can be used as a key resource (Servon 
2002: 7). This chapter points out personal motivation as one of the key barriers for the citizens demand 
of more e-governance.     
The chapter includes an analysis of the political action plans and initiatives in order to document 
the current policy landscape, reveals the gaps in existing efforts, and makes the foundation for proposing 
recommendations that would enable policy to address this issue more comprehensively. From the 
analysis it will be concluded that there is a difference between the existing political initiatives and the 
groups that constitute the digital divide. The lack of knowledge about how to motivate people to use 
digital services and the lack of initiatives target the entire identified and marginalised groups make the 
existing initiatives insufficient.     
Another dimension of the digital divide has to do with the contents of the public websites, as the 
Minister of Science points out the government has an important role to play in securing accessibility to 
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the official websites and setting high standards (Sahl-Madsen 2011: 6). In spite of the contents, design 
and accessibility are important for the understanding of the digital divide; this thesis will not include an 
analysis of the subjects. Public initiatives from the Digital Taskforce will not be evaluated due to the focus 
on the initiatives from the Ministry of Science.  
6.1 A Planning Problem: To Bridge the Digital Divide 
The way to think planning tasks, such as how to bridge the digital divide, has changed. It has become a 
more valueoriented question about what is right and wrong to do and concurrent the focus of the output 
of an action has risen (Rittel and Melvin 1973: 159). This means that the essens of a problem can be 
overlooked. One of the most substantial difficulties of planning problems is how to define a problem and 
subsequently how to make a problem solution operational. There are many barriers to find an operational 
solution of how to bridge the digital divide. For example the theories about the phenomenon are 
inadequate for a decent forecasting and the knowledge about it is insufficient (Ibid 160). The kind of 
planning problem as this thesis deals with is a social problem, which will never be completely solved. It 
would not be possible to close the digital gap totally at all times, however, according to Rittel and Melvin 
(Idem) at best the problem can be resolved  repeatedly.    
The formulation and resolution of a problem is connected. In relation to the Danish case and the 
political awareness of the digital divide, the Ministry of Science has defined the problem of the digital 
divide in accordance with a resolution that is operational. This chapter proves a correlation between the 
binary definition of the digital divide and the existing initiatives.      
6.2 Existing Public Initiatives 
What does the Ministry of Science do to raise the population's IT-skills and to bridge the digital gap? This 
paragraph goes through the existing policy initiatives.    
E-government services may in their very existence encourage individuals to access the Internet. 
Although, for most citizens, transactions with governments are relatively rare and will not generally 
provide households with a main incentive to purchase a computer and Internet connection. Government 
information and opportunities for consultation and participation, particularly at the local level, may be 
important in conjunction with other factors such as educational uses, access to e-mail and messaging and 
home computer use. It is thus important, on e-government grounds alone, for governments to continue 
policies and specific interventions to reduce the digital divide. A specific focus on frequently used 
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government services with value to groups with low access, along with overall marketing of online 
government services, could be an important element of digital divide policies (OECD 2005: 65).  
The Initiatives of the Ministry of Science:  
Digitale veje til vækst [Digital Roads to Growth] 
Learn more about IT-network  
Det digitale samfund [The Digital Society] 
Joint public digitalisation strategies 2007-2010, 2011-2015  
Digitale veje til vækst is the Minister of Science's working schedule that was published in the summer of 
2010. In the program (VTU 2010b) Sahl-Madsen points out what the Ministry's responsibility in relation to 
the e-governance-agenda and the digital divide is.    
The Minister of Science focuses among other things on creating a framework for the dispersion of 
high speed broadband, increasing the research and innovation in ICT and securing frames for further 
public digitalisation by identifying how to protect privacy (Ibid: 9).         
Six focus areas are defined in Digital veje til vækst in relation to the digital divide and the citizens' 
IT-skills (Ibid: 29f). The Ministry of Science will initiate the following initiatives: 
Formulate a set of e-citizen competencies that describes which skills a citizens should hold to be 
part of a digital society. The work will form the basis of further work.  
Launch a citizen-to-citizen educational campaign, which should advice citizens with strong IT-skills 
how to assist family and friends with lower IT-skills.  
Start a research project that should give knowledge about motivation, needs and pedagogical 
approaches in relations to ICT-skills.     
Strengthen the work to make public homepages more user-orientated and user-friendly.  
Launch initiatives that give the citizens an opportunity to improve their IT-skills when and where 
they have the need.   
Probe the possibilities for establishing a senior network like the Norwegian network.   
According to the Ministry of Science's homepage almost half of the work concerning IT-skills have been 
done and the goal is to complete the projects by the end of 2011 (VTU 2011). The initiatives are 
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implemented by the government agency, ITST, and are a continuation of former citizens' IT-skills 
initiatives.  
The work-in-progress includes the Learn more about IT-network. The role of the Ministry of 
Science is to coordinate the activities in the network. The network is also described in chapter 5. Sahl-
Madsen (2010) refers to the network as the initiative that can bridge the digital divide. According to the 
minister there are hundreds of places in Denmark where a citizen can get help and IT-instruction for free. 
The education takes place in public libraries, citizen centres and in the organisation for seniors data-
rooms, Ældremobiliseringen [Elderly Mobilisation]. To support the IT-instructors ITST facilitates a network 
called IT-formidler [IT-Communicator]. In the network IT-instructors exchange experiences and teaching 
resources.   
One of the newest initiatives is a research project that shall survey the barriers and work out 
strategies of how to motivate citizens to enhance their IT-skills (ITST 2011e).    
The publication of the Ministry of Science, Det digitale samfund, focuses on how to create better 
digital contents and services. Every year the best public homepage is elected in the competition Bedst på 
nettet [Best on the Internet]. The nomination happens on the background of certain criteria and the 
underlying object is to stimulate public authorities to enhance the quality of the online contents (ITST 
2011a: 42). Another initiative is to inspire more public homepages to meet the mandatory WCAG 
standard and thereby make the online contents more accessible to disabled people. The government 
agency, ITST, offers information and guidance (Idem).      
The government has together with Local Government Denmark and Danish Regions made the 
joint public digitalisation strategies. The newest strategy was launched in 2011 and runs until 2015. 
Neither this strategy nor the older strategy from 2007 to 2010 deals with IT-skills (Digitale Taskforce 2010, 
Finansministeriet 2011). However, in the publication from 2011 it is acknowledged that without 
enhancing the citizens' IT-skills it will be impossible to change the channel strategy and gain the savings 
potential (Ibid: 10). The publication does not supply any target group-solutions apart from making more 
digital services mandatory. The overall policy proposal is to narrow the channel strategy and make more 
services completely digital (Idem).       
6.2.1 Comparison of the Political Initiatives and the Empirical Data 
What initiatives are made to stimulate the citizens being part of the digital divide? The correlation 
between the initiatives and the Minister of Science's binary definition of the people included in the digital 
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divide will be analysed in this paragraph. To show the consequences of the various definitions of the 
digital divide, the diverse initiatives are compared with data about the most affected groups.     
The working schedule, Digitale veje til vækst, contains neither explicit objectives to increase the 
IT-skills among the population nor any objectives about how large a percentage of the citizens who should 
use digital services. Not all six initiatives described in the working schedule are yet launched, thus it is 
impossible to analyse the effect on the digital gap. However, the network Learn more about IT is well 
functioning. If this initiative is compared to the binary definition whether people have access to the 
Internet or have never used a computer, the network has a positive effect because it facilitates that more 
people get basic IT-skills.     
When the network is compared to Warschauer's (2003) scientific definition of which criteria 
should be fulfilled to bridge the digital gap the contribution is positive. This assessment can appear 
surprisingly on the background that the Minister of Science focuses in her rhetoric primarily on 
Warschauer's first resource, the physical access. Nonetheless, the network Learn more about IT covers all 
four of the needed resources described by Warschauer, which are the physical, the digital, the human and 
the social resources (see theoretical part). This fact illustrates the cleavage between the Minister of 
Science and the work of ITST. The positive conclusion is drawn on the background of the assessment that 
the network encourages more people to use digital services. By participating in the arranged courses 
people get more IT-skills and understanding about how to behave on the Internet. In addition the 
participating citizens' social resources are strengthened by becoming new relations to other participators 
and being part of a social group. When all four resources are enhanced it underpins a person's use of IT 
and thereby the ability to use digital services.    
Then the network is compared to the empirical data from the analysis of the variables the 
contribution of the network is more mixed and difficult to assess. The composition of the consortium 
indicates how the digital divide is defined by ITST. The groups represented in the consortium are selected 
because they represent and have contact to some of the affected groups of the digital divide. The 
composition of the network has to be dynamic and flexible in order to reflect the groups of IT-weak 
citizens, which are inconstant.    
At present, none of the Danish organisations for disabled people are represented. On the other 
hand, the organisations, which are part of the network, represent: non-ethnic Danes, people with lower 
education and seniors. Compared to the identified target groups with low IT-skills the network makes an 
effort to be represented nationwide by the libraries and local care homes. At these places the seniors and 
people living in rural areas are motivated to participate. To attract people with low income most of the 
arranged courses are free of charge. Unemployed are not represented directly; there is no unemployment 
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fund in the network. Neither are persons without children represented, although this group, which is a 
greater part of the digital divide, can be represented by other network-organisations and it is a difficult 
group to target because of the group's heterogeneity. To bridge the digital divide one of the greatest 
challenge is to motivate and support citizens on their conditions and in their own surroundings.         
The goal of the network is to affect and motivate the 40 percent of the Danes, which have none 
or low IT-skills (ITST 2011b). The number of 40 percent is from the report made by Teknologisk Institut 
(2007). The pronounced goal reveals an interesting fact, namely that the ITST acknowledge that a greater 
percentage of the population need better IT-skills to meet the demand of a modern information society. 
This circumstance illustrates the cleavage between the work of ITST and how the Minister of Science 
articulates to the problem.        
The research project, which has been launched and should be finished in the end of 2011, has the 
potential to make a correlation between a scientific understanding of the digital divide and the present 
political one. There is a lack of a further development of the concept of the digital divide and an academic 
definition of which human and IT-skills are needed to participate in the digital democracy. The correlation 
between the digital divide and digital democracy is that one precludes the other. A certain amount of IT-
skills is needed to participate in the digital democracy. The research project can contribute to give a basis 
understanding of how to develop new political initiatives to bridge the gap.    
There are several promising initiatives to bridge the digital divide and the existing ongoing 
initiatives are functioning relatively well. The difficulty is the pending initiatives and the existing lack of 
awareness of how to target the groups with low IT-skills. The pending initiatives have the potential to be 
basis for new political initiatives. On the background of this analysis it stands out that the challenge has 
been fairly constant and little has changed. To illustrate this point, Jæger wrote in 2005 (c: 13) that on the 
background of the combination of the rise of a digital divide based on age and the understanding of 
senior citizens' lack of IT-skills, it is a puzzling that little had been done to raise the seniors' ability to use 
the digital services and e-government. Many seniors have left the labour market and more will leave it 
with just basic IT-skills. Jæger (2005d: 77) adds we see statistics showing that the digital divide based on 
age is not changing significantly and is still very visible .    
In 1999 the Danish government set up a development programme for activities aimed at 
decreasing the digital divide based on age. The political acknowledge of the problem has existed for more 
than a decade and in the beginning of 2010 it is still the greatest cleavage. Furthermore, the demographic 
development will result in a dramatic growth of the older part of the population and the elderly still are 
singled out as being the part of the population that risks to be left out of the information society.  
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Regardless if a citizen belongs to the group of seniors or possess higher IT-skills, understanding of 
person motivation factors are of significance as precondition for bridging the digital gap.   
6.3 Barriers and Needs of Strengthening the Citizens' IT-skills 
This paragraph answers the question: What are the barriers for the citizens achievement of IT-skills and 
how do the citizens assess their needs?    
Behind the political wish to motivate more citizens to use digital services is an understanding of 
the basic terms that there is lack of public demand for more e-governance in Denmark. This point is 
expressed differently by the Minister of Science, according to Sahl-Madsen (2011: 2) there is a demand of 
more e-governance from the group of young people and technology enthusiasts. She adds that the 
growing number of NemID-users illustrates an increasing demand of e-governance. However, as pointed 
out in the previous chapter there is a minimal use of the existing digital services.     
Within the last decade OECD has published several publications about how to stimulate and 
develop e-governance. In relation to the debate about the general Western difficulty with lack of citizens
demand the organisation gives a more general answer since people do not know what kind of services 
could possibly be offered they cannot demand them. In addition, citizens have difficulty considering 
something of which they have no experience, some have prejudices against new technology and some 
citizens have a desire to do things in traditional ways. All these barriers need to be overcome in order for 
people to be able to judge the potential value of electronic service delivery (OECD 2005: 21).  
In Denmark Østergaard and Olesen (2004) have examined the barriers for more e-governance and 
they came to a similar conclusion to OECD. The scientists point out that the demand of more digital 
services does not occur because the citizens have a laptop at home, even though the technical equipment 
is a precondition for this (Ibid: 106). In spite of the Danes are rated as being especially e-ready they are 
not pushing for more digital services, instead it could mean that the citizens are more difficult to please 
(Idem).   
To give the discussion a more empirical foundation the Teknologisk Institut (2007) has examined 
the barriers and needs of strengthening of citizens' IT-skills. The Danish population is divided in two 
groups: One with weaker IT-skills and one with better IT-skills. A characteristic of citizens with lower IT-
skills is that they state lack of interest and need as barriers. Meanwhile citizens with stronger IT-skills state 
lack of time as the primary barrier. (Ibid: 20). None of the groups state lack of help and course offers as a 
barrier and economical barriers is only marginal. When people are asked to assess their own need of 
skills, two positions stand out: people with weaker IT-skills experience to a lesser extent a need to 
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strengthen their IT-skills, whereas people the better ICT-skills experience a greater need to fortify their 
qualifications (Idem).    
Table 10 shows people's own assessments of their needs and reasons for not using the Internet. 
The table confirms the statement mentioned above: That seniors are relative less interested or feel a need 
for using the Internet. They do not feel a lack of educational opportunities and they are not motivated to 
use the existing courses. The seniors are not aware of the present and increasing need of possessing e-
skills for all citizens.     
In the questionnaire on which the table is based on, people are asked whether they use the Internet and 
have difficulties using the Internet. In relation to the previous discussion about the how to measure the 
digital divide in chapter five, a similar remark concerning the majority of people is relevant. It is to use 
and understand digital services, which are complicated, not the use of the Internet itselves.    
The gap between the generations' assessment of their need of strengthening their IT-skills is 
shown in table 11. There is a tendency that the elderly do not feel a need to strengthen their IT-skills; 
whereas relatively more people of the younger generation state that they have a future need to 
strengthening their IT-skills. Another tendency is that people in their middle years are more aware of the 
necessity to improve their IT-skills compared to other generations. In the examination it was taken into 
account that the focus is on the use of IT in relation to daily life, which is where people should use digital 
services to help themselves.    
Tabel 10: Needs and Reasons for not Using the Internet
Years Total 16-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-79 80-89
Does not have the need or the interest 18 8 11 10 15 21 32 40 46
Has difficulties using the Internet 6 2 3 28 26 22 17 12 14
Need education/course offers or help from other 5 2 3 7 7 7 7 5 1
Lack of time 9 4 11 15 15 7 4 2 1
Other reasons 5 4 4 5 5 6 5 4 11
Source: Danmarks Statistik 2010, table 7 
Tabel 11: Assessment of Future Need of Strengthening of IT-skills in Relation to Daily Life
Years Total 16-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-79 80-89
Not at all 38 51 38 26 25 31 47 69 82
To a limited extent 23 21 26 29 27 24 18 11 6
To some degree 25 15 24 31 31 31 24 12 5
To a great extent 9 7 9 10 13 10 8 4 3
Source: Danmarks Statistik 2010, table 9
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Even though the majority of the citizens does not feel a future need to strengthening their IT-skills there is 
a political wish to change this approach and condition. Therefore it is significant to know how and where 
the citizens have learned their present IT-skills. Table 12 presents the methods of learning from the 
citizens' points of view. There is a clear tendency that the majority has gained IT-skills by being impulsive 
and self-educated.    
In table 12 a significant variation between the different age groups is shown. The numbers 
illustrate that the various offers and initiatives coming from the public sector could be target at certain 
age groups. For example the citizens at the age of 16-44 years are not attending public courses, whereas 
elder generations from 45 years or older likely to attend public courses. In the Minister of Science's 
working schedule one of the not yet initiated ideas is to make a citizen-to-citizen campaign. The numbers 
below indicates that the second best method of learning is instructions from friends and colleagues, thus 
the proposed campaign could have a positive effect.   
According to Teknologisk Institut (2007: 21) the citizens with better IT-skills want to qualify themselves on 
their workplace, whereas citizens with weaker IT-skills are more dependent on help from the outside.     
Overall, barriers are defined as both internal and external conditions that affect the citizens' 
motivation for strengthening their IT-skills. The result illustrated in this paragraph is that citizens with 
lower IT-skills state lack of interest and need as a barrier, while citizens with strong IT-skills state primarily 
lack of time as a barrier. Lack of help and course offers are not a barrier and economical barriers play a 
minimal role. Thereby the lack of access to technology has only an importance for a smaller group. It is 
especially the seniors with no IT experience who feel a barrier to own a computer. The most significant 
barrier to use IT and digital services for all age groups is an internal condition: personal motivation. One of 
the most severe issues is that the citizens with the lowest IT-skills do not understand their need to gain 
more IT-skills. Thus, the most compelling challenge for politicians is to create a need and a reason for the 
citizens to enhance their IT-skills. In addition there is an information gap in relation the coming 
development of more e-governance.  
Tabel 12: Methods of Learning from the Citizens' Points of View
Years Total 16-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-79 80-89
Has learnt it by feel one's way 67 87 82 78 64 49 36 37 44
Has learnt it myself by reading manuals and guidians22 12 25 28 26 22 17 12 14
48 54 51 48 50 46 35 42 46
Course offered by work or educational institution 36 21 36 39 44 45 36 16 10
Course offered by the  public sector 7 1 5 5 10 11 12 10 5
Course that I have chosen/paying for 9 1 2 7 12 12 19 24 29
Source: Danmarks Statistik 2010:3
Instructions from colleagues, friends or familiy  
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6.4 Conclusion - The Limits of the Current Policy 
This chapter gives the information that makes it possible to scrutinise the correlation between the 
political initiatives and how Danes get and improve their IT-skills. In relation to this, the existing initiatives 
give various groups of citizens a possibility to enhance their IT-skills. Nonetheless, it is important to make 
a greater effort of motivating all citizens and inform about the future demands, which citizens have to 
face to take part in the information society. The government has taken responsibility of establishing the 
framework for the use of digital services but to boost the demand of e-governance, it has to focus on an 
actively use of the combination of the governing instruments, namely regulation, economic means and 
information.      
If the objective of public policy is to bridge the digital gap, the initiatives must address the 
components of the problem more comprehensively. The current political initiatives and especially the 
network works to change the situation, yet the problems are the organisations that are excluded from the 
network. The group of citizens who do not use the existing initiatives is too extensive, therefore the 
initiatives have to be more targeted and there has to be a bigger focus on the importance of raising the 
citizens IT-skills. Another problem is that several of the initiatives are pending and that new initiatives are 
initiated not before recent knowledge about how to motivate the citizens is gained. Personal motivation is 
the greatest barriers for getting more people to use digital services.      
As pointed out, there is not a single solution of how to bridge the digital divide, the initiatives 
have to be adjusted and the problem has to be resolved continuously. The next chapter builds on the 
findings from this chapter and serves new policy solutions.         
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7.0 Toward a New Agenda: Policy Initiatives to Bridge the Digital Divide 
This chapter puts together lessons from the previous initiatives to make new policy proposals. The 
problem of how to bridge the digital divide does not have an absolute number of solutions, nor is there a 
set of permissible initiatives that guaranty a solution. In the light of the analysis of the problem it is clear 
that to bridge the digital divide demands complex resolutions. There is not one policy initiative, which 
alone can solve the problem. In addition the problem can change and the solutions have to be reviewed 
and adjusted continuously. To resolve the problem it has to be taken into considerations that this kind of 
phenomenon can be considered as a symptom of another problem. For example, in the theoretical part 
scientists as Norris and Warschauer defined the problem as reflecting social stratification. To face the 
challenge in this paragraph it is attempted to find settlements of the problem on the highest possible 
level.   
A government has a certain amount of instruments of governing. In this case regulation is not 
functional because of the complexity of the problem. Information and economic means are more useful, 
thus these instruments will be included in the new policy proposals.      
The normative criteria for how the initiatives should function are underlined on the basis of the 
thesis's analysis and contributions from scientific literature. The new initiatives should be more focused 
on target groups; there have to be a correlation between how citizens are gaining their IT-skills, their 
preferences for learning and the new initiatives. The new proposals should extend the already existing.    
As concluded in the previous chapter, there is a current need for more policy initiatives if the 
status quo should be changed. The elder generations have been marginalised with respect to the 
digitalisation since the 1990ies. Access is undeniable the first step toward creating an IT-literate society. 
However, statistics show that the majority has access to Internet in their household and therefore the 
focus is on initiatives that can enhance the level of IT-skills. In addition the focus should be on bridging the 
digital divide for the people without IT-skills, especially seniors, people without children and unemployed.     
This paragraph is divided into six subsections of which the first five are concrete policy proposals 
of how to bridge the digital divide, which are based on respectively the thesis' analysis and ideas from 
OECD and Teknologisk Institut. Table 13 gives an overview of the policy proposals. Subsection 7.6 
considers the deselected proposals and the last subsection contains reflections of the policy proposals.         
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Table 13:  Policy Proposals  
Proposal #1: A New Communication Strategy 
Proposal #2: Expansion of the Learn more about IT-network   
Proposal #3: Utilise the Contact to the Citizens 
Proposal #4: Family Support by the Use of E-authorisation 
Proposal #5: Fostering the Use of Online Channels  
7.1 Proposal #1: A New Communication Strategy 
There are no external barriers for the group of citizens with the lowest IT-skills. Instead lack of motivation 
is the most significant barrier and therefore more information about the need for better IT-skills is of the 
greatest importance. For the part of the population with the weakest IT-skills more information about the 
advantages and possibilities of better IT-skills would enhance the personal motivation (Teknologisk institut 
2007: 7). It is important to make the information as concrete as possible and to let the citizens be able to 
identify with the issue. This could be done by giving examples of where it will be mandatory to use both 
public and commercial digital services in the future. The information can also include knowledge about 
the inconvenience and eventual costs the lack of better IT-skills would prevail in the coming years.     
Especially seniors state lack of motivation and need as reasons for not making an effort to 
increase their digital competencies. Therefore the information has to be targeted for the elderly, the 
disability pensioners and unemployed. These are groups that do not receive the information about e-
governance through a workplace. Information campaigns could come from an organisation or institutions, 
for example labour unions and care homes, or places that the target group already have confidence in and 
therefore will listen to.    
For the group with better IT-skills, information about future increasing IT-requirements on the 
labour market would be relevant and an important motivational factor (Idem). The needed information 
for the group with the strongest IT-skills should be similar. This group states lack of time as the greatest 
barrier for enhancing their IT-skills (Idem). Therefore information about effective online courses where 
the group could increase their personal market value could be relevant. It should be followed up with 
offers of online courses and material, which should take starting point in their already high IT-skills and be 
accessible from home. The public awareness and use of e-governance could be raised through a targeted 
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promotion and marketing of existing digital services. This is a way to strengthening the citizens' 
engagement.   
This presentation of the proposal does not include suggestions to how the information campaign 
should be made; which media should be used or whether TV spots should be used.      
7.2 Proposal #2: Expansion of the Learn more about IT-network   
The existing network could be expanded to include more organisations, which represents more of the 
target groups. In addition it could be relevant to expand the locations where the IT-courses are provided. 
As pointed out in chapter 6 there are certain organisations as the organisations for disabled people and 
labour funds, which are not represented. Another kind of not represented organisation, which represents 
the majority of all groups being part of the digital divide, is the housing associations. Several of the groups 
with low IT-skills are living in association s houses and the association has direct contact to some groups of 
citizens that are difficult to communicate with for the public authorities. This concerns for instance: the 
single parents, people with lower income, disabled people, immigrants, unemployed, disability pensioner 
and people who take early retirement. For example the housing association, KAB, would like to be able to 
facilitate courses for their residents. KAB would like to be an active partner for the state and take a 
responsibility for increasing the residents IT-skills to a level where they can use digital services and 
understand e-governance (Nygård 2011).     
As mentioned in chapter 6 the IT-courses take primarily place at public libraries and in care 
centres. However, thereby the initiatives do not reach and includes all the groups with lower IT-skills. 
Targeted courses close to the citizens facilitated by an organisation they know and are familiar with could 
be more relevant.         
7.3 Proposal #3: Utilise the Contact to the Citizens 
The contact to the citizen in the service centres could be improved: every time an employee has contact 
to a citizen they could inform the citizen about public initiatives that could raise the citizen's IT-skills and 
give information about the digital service possibilities - use the personal contact to encourage the citizens 
to use the digital option and advice the citizens to use one of the existing e-learning product.        
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7.4 Proposal #4: Family Support by the Use of E-authorisation  
Develop an electronic authorisation (e-authorisation) so that a family member or a care person can 
become an authority to manage digital services on behalf of senior citizens (Finland 2011: 19). The 
proposal can be compared to the situation where a guardian performs on behalf of a disable person. Due 
to the fact that there is a correlation between age and the digital divide, the proposal could be relevant in 
cases where a senior citizen is not able to get the necessarily IT-skills. There are several legal problems, 
which have to be faced, notwithstand the proposal has a potential to help a group of people that are 
difficult to reach by other means.    
7.5 Proposal #5: Fostering the Use of Online Channels   
The public authorities can advertise the benefit of using digital solutions. Advantages that are associated 
only with the online delivery of services and that could not be offered in connection with offline delivery 
are higher service level, profound information, flexibility and faster turnaround time (OECD 2010: 7, 21). 
There has to be perceptible added-value for the citizens (Østergaard & Olesen 2004: 112). The citizens' 
demand has to be created by the public institutions by making better and plainer online services.   
Additionally at the same time the public authorities can explain the consequences and expenses 
of using monologue services. If the citizens are aware of the personal benefits of using digital services and 
positive effect for the public welfare it might raise the personal motivation. Although, this incentive does 
only work for the socio-economically advantaged group who already has some IT-skills but does not use 
digital services because they do not have knowledge about it or prefer monologue channels like personal 
service.     
7.6 Deselected Proposals 
A wide range of policy proposals are deselected. Some of the proposals that are mentioned in analysis but 
deselected will shortly be discussed here. The narrowing of the channel strategy by a reduction of the 
physical openings hours of local citizen service centres is deselected because a larger minority of the 
population does not have the needed level of IT-skills yet and the other reason is that the proposal is 
socially imbalanced.        
More mandatory e-governance solutions, like students have to apply online for State education 
grant, and monetary incentives to use digital services would send a strong signal from the public 
authorities to the citizens about the need to have a certain level of IT-skills. However, the operation would 
exclude many citizens if the initiatives are imposed before the general level of IT-skills are raised. 
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7.7 Reflections on the Policy Initiatives 
Altogether these five proposals are realistic and possible to accomplish. The new initiatives build on the 
already existing public initiatives and aim to extend the work with the digital divide. The underlying goal 
of all new initiatives is to target the effort for citizens with the lowest it-skills. In addition the goal is to let 
the policy initiatives be guided by academic findings and thereby try to solve the core of the problem. The 
proposals should be continuously adopted because the problem of the digital divide is not static and 
therefore it has to be resolved regularly.                      
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8.0 Conclusion    
The conclusion is divided into two sections, where the first paragraph answers the research question 
through the three sub-questions. In the second paragraph the findings of the thesis are put into 
perspective and future research subjects are proposed.     
8.1 Answers of the Research Question  
The aim of the thesis has been to answer the research question, which is reproduced below. In paragraph 
1.4 the research question was crystallised into three concrete sub-questions, which are also reproduced 
below and governing for the structure of the paragraph.    
Table 14: Research Question and Sub-questions 
The research question: How is it possible to define the digital divide and how can the digital 
gap be bridged by policy initiatives?  
The sub-questions: 1) How is the digital divide defined and what is the empirical extent of 
the digital divide in relation to the diverse definitions? 
2) Will the digital divide be narrowed without more political attention 
and new policy incentives? 
3) Which new policy initiatives are required to bridge the digital 
divide? 
The answer of the first sub-question is complex. Among the scientists represented in this thesis there is a 
tendency towards an agreement that the digital divide should be analysed as a phenomenon which 
contains more divides and that the digital divide should not be measured a in dichotomous way, where 
access is the important variable. On the contrary it is necessary to use more variables to measure the 
digital divide, than just access to a computer and the Internet. This theoretical perspective is used as a 
foundation for measuring the digital divide in Denmark in the fourth chapter, where the empirical findings 
are presented. The findings illustrate that regardless of the dichotomous or more pluralistic way of 
measuring the phenomenon there are various groups of people who belong to the digital divide. Some 
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variables are more determining for the size of the digital divide. Depending of the definition the extent of 
the digital divide is somewhere between 12 and 41 percent of the Danish population.    
The second sub-question is primarily answered in the fifth chapter where the political viewpoints 
are presented. The answer of the sub-question is negative. The problem is not solved with the 
disappearing digital divide approach, which is represented by the Minister of Science. The complexity 
approach offers a more comprehensive definition of the problem and demands complex solutions. 
According to the Ministry of Science the digital divide is decreasing due to its binary definition and 
thereby the fact that the number of Danish users of the Internet increases. According to the political 
opposition, represented by the social democrat, Yildiz Akdogan, and to Local Government Denmark the 
size of the digital divide is more difficult to measure because the before existing IT-barometer is abolished 
and due to the fact that there are several divides.    
The dividing approaches illustrate the conflict in relation to solving the problem. According to the 
Minister of Science the current policy initiatives and official effort are enough to bridge the digital divide, 
while the the Danish Social Democratic Party and Local Government are more sceptical and believe that 
more attention and new initiatives are needed. The current situation without an increased public effort is 
problematic because the development towards a narrowing of the problem is only documented to take 
place in relation to physical access. The digital divide is complex and unsteady and thus the problem has 
to be monitored continuously.      
The third sub-question is answered in chapter six and seven. The examination of the present 
policy initiatives illustrates that there is a gap between the more complex understanding of the digital 
divide and what is being done to bridge the gap. The current initiatives are helping to narrow the problem 
but the initiatives do not include all the affected groups. Additionally, there is an information gap about 
the political visions of increasing the use of e-governance and mandatory digital services. On this basis 
five new initiatives are made. The aim of these initiatives is to include more of the groups, which are 
identified through the empirical data examination and make a more target public effort.         
For the majority of the Danes the digitalisation and use of e-governance is not problematic 
however, there are others barriers like lack of time and motivations, which have a negative effect on the 
use of digital services. There will always be a group of people who does not use digital services because of 
personal reasons like lack of interest. Therefore, there are more people who should be motivated to use 
digital services. The problem and issue of academic interest is the minority that of different reasons does 
not use e-governance. This group has to be stimulated before it is possible to reap the potential of 
economic savings, which the politicians demand. If the political visions about more extensive digital 
communication between the citizens and the public authorities should be realised new initiatives have to 
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be established. It can be expensive if groups of people are excluded from the information society. 
Furthermore, it is a democratic problem when the development takes place in such a manner and speed 
that a large part of the population is lacking behind.   
8.2 In Perspective 
The focus has been on the digital divide in a Danish context. However, the digital divide is a global 
phenomenon, which several nations have to face. How to bridge the digital divide is an issue which does 
not have a universal solution. Therefore the findings of the thesis cannot be applied directly to other 
nations. The solutions have to be designed to a nation's specific conditions and circumstances. The point 
that Denmark is doing well in international comparisons, regardless of a significant digital divide, shows 
that an international effort has to be done to bridge the digital divide in more nations.      
In the making of the thesis several de-selections of subjects and issues have been done. In the 
process of writing I have identified certain areas where research could be expanded in relation to gain 
more knowledge about the digital divide and use of e-governance. Other subjects which are relevant and 
deserve some more attention are within the theoretical framework primarily the definition of the digital 
divide. Theories about the impact of e-government and the theoretical conflict between cyber-optimists, 
cyber-sceptics and cyber-pessimists are also relevant. Within the context several other subjects have been 
deselected. These are for example aspects of e-governance concerning the role of technology, security, 
privacy, law and the democratic potential of the internet. Another relevant approach to the subject of the 
digital divide is a comparison of different national contexts, which can illustrate to what extent and how 
specific political institutions and cultural trends shape various concepts of e-governance and affect the 
digital divide.       
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10.0 Appendix  
10.1 Intervieweews  
Charlotte Sahl-Madsen (Sahl-Madsen 2011) 
The Minister of Science, Technology and Innovation 
Sahl-Madsen has been a conservative minister since the beginning of 2010. As a minister she is 
responsible for the Danish IT-policy and the relationship between the citizens' IT-skills and public 
initiatives. Sahl-Madsen is often quoted in the media commenting on the digitalisation strategy and the 
level of IT-literacy in Denmark. She is responsible for the digital visions of the government. The Ministry of 
Science is both formulating and conducting the official IT-politics in Denmark (VTU 2010a). 
     
Yildiz Akdogan (Akdogan 2010) 
Political IT-spokesman of the Social Democratic Party  
Akdogan represents the stance on IT-policy of the opposition's biggest party. She is one of the 
government's most significant critics concerning the Minister of Science's political actions in relation to 
the digital divide (FT 2010a).    
Michael Aastrup Jensen (Jensen 2010) 
Political IT-spokesman of the liberal party, Venstre   
As part of the government, Jensen represents the present IT-politics and has a political responsibility for 
the political actions concerning the digital divide. In comparison with Akdogan he is a long-established 
actor on the stage of IT-politics (FT 2010b).    
Marianne Mazaheri (Mazaheri 2010) 
Special Adviser in the National IT and Telecom Agency, Division for E-inclusion 
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Mazaheri is responsible for the policy and development concerning the citizens' IT-qualification, e-
inclusion and accessibility. More specific, Mazaheri is working with the making of statistical data about 
the digital divide, a research project about the definition of IT-competence-goals and other political 
initiatives that should raise the level of the citizens' IT-skills (ITST 2010c).  
Nina von Staffeldt (Staffeldt 2010) 
Special Adviser in the National IT and Telecom Agency, Division for E-inclusion 
As a public servant, Staffeldt is responsible of facilitating and management of the informal network Learn 
more about IT and has contact to European collaborator and Telecentre Europe (ITST 2010b).   
Ken Rindsig (Rindsig 2010) 
Chief Consultant in Local Government Denmark in the Centre for Citizen Service and IT-policy 
Local Government Denmark is one of the main players in terms of being the most important link between 
the state and the citizens. He has contact to the municipalities, and the organisation is in closer contact 
with the citizens through the employees in the civil service centres on a daily basis (KL 2010). In the 
Centre for Citizen Service and IT-policy Rindsig is working with joint public collaboration strategies.  
Interview Guides  
10.2 Interview with the Minister of Science, Technology and Innovation, 
Charlotte Sahl-Madsen  
30 min., 4/1 2011 
Generelt 
Hvem har ansvaret for udvikling af borgernes it-færdigheder? 
Mener du, at problemet med it-svage borgere vil mindskes over tid med den nuværende indsats? 
(I så fald) hvornår mener du, at der ikke længere er behov for den ekstra indsats for at øge 
danskernes it-færdigheder? 
Hvor mange borgere tilhører gruppen af it-svage?   
Hvordan skal vi måle borgenes it-færdigheder? 
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Når Danmarks Statistik skal måle danskernes brug af it, hvorfor måler de ikke særskilt på grupper 
som handicappede og indvandre, da den akademiske litteratur fra andre lande peger på, at det er 
i disse grupper, at problemerne er størst?  
Vil der i fremtiden blive lavet en præcis analyse af hvilke grupper, som ikke bliver inkluderet i udviklingen 
og hvordan initiativer kan målrettes denne gruppe?  
Når der angives et tal for hvor stor en procentdel af borgerne som bruger internettet afspejler det 
så reelt hvor mange danskere der kan bruge de digitale løsninger?  
Er ansvarsfordelingen for borgernes it-færdigheder optimalt fordelt mellem styrelserne og 
ministerierne?   
Initiativer for at forbedre danskernes it-kompetencer: 
Hvordan forholder du dig til den nuværende indsats for at forbedre borgernes it-kompetencer? 
Tror du danskerne ved hvorfor en række områder digitaliseres for tiden?   
Hvordan adskiller den nuværende førte politik på området for it-færdigheder sig fra den tidligere 
videnskabsministers politik på dette område?  
Hvor længe skal den nuværende kanalstrategi, hvor borgerne stadig kan ringe til en hotline eller 
personligt møde op, fastholdes?  
Hvor realistisk er det at lukke borgerservicerne i 2020?   
Regeringens it-politiske prioriteringer:  
Hvilket mål vægter du højst vækst eller inklusion i forbindelse med digitaliseringen? 
Hvordan forholder du dig til at flere digitale løsninger gøres obligatoriske for alle borgere?  
Skal der laves flere løsninger som fx SU, hvor det kun er muligt at søge om Statens 
Uddannelsesstøtte online?  
Er det et statsligt problem, at vi har en gruppe borgerne, som ikke kan eller vil bruge digitale 
løsninger?   
Ser du teknologiudvikling som neutralt eller politisk ladet?  
10.3 Interview with the IT-spokesman off the Social Democratic Party, Yildiz 
Akdogan 
 45 min., 1/12 - 2010  
Generelt 
Hvem har ansvaret for udvikling af borgernes it-færdigheder? 
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Hvor mange borgere tilhører gruppen af it-svage? 
Mener du, at problemet med it-svage borgere vil mindskes over tid? 
Hvordan skal vi måle borgernes it-færdigheder?  
Politik 
Hvordan forholder du dig til den nuværende indsats for at forbedre borgernes it færdigheder? 
(Digitale veje til vækst, Lær mere om it-netværket) 
Hvordan vil du opjustere den indsats, der bliver gjort og hvilke og hvor store ressourcer vil i tilføre 
indsatsen, hvis I kommer til magten? 
Socialdemokraterne er tidligere kommet med et forslag om at it-færdigheder skal indføres som 
en femte søjle i folkeskolen. Er det et mål, som vil blive til virkelighed, hvis Socialdemokraterne 
får regeringsmagten?  
Tilgængelighed 
Danmark har underskrevet FNs handicap konvention. Dette medfører at man forpligter sig til at 
vedtage alle passende lovgivningsmæssige foranstaltninger for at sikre tilgængeligheden i 
offentlige webløsninger. Hvorfor er der endnu ikke lovgivet på området? 
Vil I lovgive om tilgængelighed hvis I kommer til magten? 
PT. er det KIA i ITST, der varetager statens arbejde angående tilgængelighed. KIA består af to 
personer, der primært har en vejledende rolle. Skal KIA håndhæve evt. lovgivning på området 
eller vil denne opgavevaretagelse blive lagt over i et andet ministerium? 
Hvad vil eventuel lovgivning have af konsekvenser i forhold til straf? Kunne man forestille sig at 
kommunale hjemmesider vil kunne lukkes ned hvis ikke de overholder tilgængelighedskravene? 
Visioner for udviklingen af borgernes it-færdigheder 
Hvad er Socialdemokraternes målsætning for borgernes it-kompetencer? (Vil man arbejde videre 
på de initiativer, der er påbegyndt i Digitale veje til vækst ?) 
Hvor længe skal den nuværende kanalstrategi fastholdes? 
Hvor realistisk er det at lukke borgerservicerne i 2020? 
Jeg har talt med embedsmænd i IT- og Telestyrelsen, der udtrykker en bekymring for, at ny 
regering kan betyde, at man bremser noget af det arbejde, der er i gang. Kan du afkræfte at man 
vil standse noget af det arbejde, der gøres og evt. reducere i midlerne til initiativer som Lær-
mere om it netværket?  
Regeringens it-politiske prioriteringer 
Ville Socialdemokraterne have ført en anden it-politik? (Hvordan?) 
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Ser du teknologiudvikling som neutralt eller politisk ladet? 
Hvad er it-politik? 
Hvad er målet med it-politik? 
Hvordan forholder du dig til tvang eller motivationsstrategier i udviklingen af digitale løsninger? 
Skal der laves flere løsninger som fx SU, hvor borgernes tvinges til at bruge den digitale løsning? 
Når regeringen snakker om it-færdigheder så er det ofte ordet vækst, der går igen i omtalen af 
det samlede mål. Ser du ligeledes it-færdigheder som en del af en vækstdagsorden?  
10.4 Interview with the IT-spokesman off the Liberal Party, Venstre, Michael 
Aastrup Jensen 
 3/12  2010, 35 min.   
Generelt 
Hvem har ansvaret for udvikling af borgernes it-færdigheder? 
Mener du, at problemet med it-svage borgere vil mindskes over tid? 
(I så fald) hvornår mener du, at der ikke længere er behov for den ekstra indsats for at øge 
danskernes it-færdigheder? 
Hvor mange borgere tilhører gruppen af it-svage?   
Hvordan skal vi måle borgenes it-færdigheder?  
Politik 
Hvordan forholder du dig til den nuværende indsats for at forbedre borgernes it-kompetencer? 
(Digitale veje til vækst, Lær mere om it netværket) 
Man har identificeret et behov for, at forbedre bestemte danske borgergruppers it-færdigheder. 
Er der nogen ting i den indsats, der er blevet gjort på området under den nuværende regering, 
som du retroperspektivt havde gjort anderledes? 
Bl.a. Socialdemokraterne er tidligere kommet med et forslag om at it-færdigheder skal indføres 
som en femte søjle i folkeskolen. Er det et mål, som også du kan tilslutte dig og er det noget i 
arbejder for? 
I Digitale veje til vækst fremstår behovet for, at forbedre danskernes it-færdigheder som noget, 
der skal føre til samfundsmæssig vækst. Ser du udelukkende it-færdighedsarbejdet som en del af 
en vækstdagsorden? 
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Du har tidligere udtalt, at det skal være en økonomisk fordel for borgere, at kommunikere med 
det offentlige digitalt. Hvordan forholder du dig til, at det derved bliver dyrere for den it-svage 
borger at begå sig i samfundet?  
Tilgængelighed 
Danmark har underskrevet FNs handicap konvention. Dette medfører at man forpligter sig til at 
vedtage alle passende lovgivningsmæssige foranstaltninger for at sikre tilgængeligheden i 
offentlige webløsninger. Hvorfor er der endnu ikke lovgivet på området? 
Arbejder i hen i mod, at vedtage noget konkret lovgivning på tilgængelighedsområdet? 
PT. Er det KIA i ITST, der varetager statens arbejde angående tilgængelighed. KIA består af to 
personer, der primært har en vejledende rolle. Skal KIA håndhæve evt. lovgivning på området 
eller vil denne opgavevaretagelse blive lagt over i et andet ministerium? 
Hvad vil eventuel lovgivning have af konsekvenser i forhold til straf? Kunne man forestille sig at 
kommunale hjemmesider vil kunne lukkes ned hvis ikke de overholder tilgængelighedskravene?  
Visioner for udviklingen af borgernes it-færdigheder 
Hvad er dit partis målsætning for borgernes it-færdigheder? 
Hvor længe skal den nuværende kanalstrategi, hvor borgerne stadig kan ringe til en hotline eller 
personligt møde op, fastholdes?  
Hvor skal borgere med it-problemer henvende sig efter 2015 eller 2020? 
Ser du teknologiudvikling som neutralt eller politisk ladet? 
Hvordan forholder du dig til tvang og motivationsstrategier i udviklingen af digitale løsninger? 
Du har tidligere udtalt at Danmark skal udvikle sig til et D-land, i relation til det er det da et 
demokratisk problem, at vi har en gruppe borgerne, som ikke kan eller vil bruge digitale 
løsninger? 
Hvilket mål vægter du højst vækst eller inklusion i forbindelse med digitaliseringen?  
10.5 Interview with the Chief Consultant in Local Government Denmark in 
Centre for Citizen Service and IT-policy, Ken Rindsig 
 47 min., 2/12 2010  
Generelt 
Hvem har ansvaret for udvikling af borgernes it-kompetencer? 
Hvor mange borgere tilhører gruppen af it-svage? 
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Hvordan skal vi måle borgernes it-kompetencer? 
Hvad laver KL konkret i relation til borgernes it-færdigheder? 
Kommunerne er jo sidste led før borgerne. Hvor opmærksomme er de på at skulle kunne betjene 
alle grupper af borgere?  
Hvor opmærksomme er KL på den digitale opsplitning?  
Gør KL/kommunerne noget for at imødekomme problemet?  
Er det statens problem? Eller føler KL et ansvar?  
Hvilket ansvar har KL som bindeled mellem staten og kommunerne i forhold til at regerings it-
målsætninger bliver udført? 
I hvor stor grad er KL enige med den førte politik i relation til it-svage-grupper? 
Hvad rådgiver KL kommunerne til i spørgsmålet om kommunerne skal lave egne hjemmesider 
med digital service eller skal de bruge de eksisterende tilbud fra www.borger.dk?  
Ser du det som et problem, at kommuner frit kan designe sine digitale løsninger? Eller er denne 
frihedsgrad en kvalitet i den danske model? 
Hvordan påvirkes kommunerne af de skiftende politiske prioriteringer fra forskellige 
Videnskabsministre eller Finansministre?  
Har KL en egen IT-politik i relation til it-færdigheder? (og hvad er de politiske prioriteringer for 
tiden?)  
Laver KL lobbyisme for deres it-politik? Overfor hvem?   
Tilgængelighed 
IT- og Telestyrelsen har lavet en undersøgelse, der viser at de forskellige kommuner prioriterer 
arbejdet med tilgængelighed vidt forskelligt. Ser du det som et problem at man som handicappet 
borger er stillet forskelligt om man bor i den ene eller den anden kommune? 
Der har været talt om at man i henhold til FN's handicap konvention bør lovgive på 
tilgængelighedsområdet? Hvad er din holdning til, at kommunerne muligvis vil blive underlagt 
lovgivning i forhold til tilgængelighedskrav til den digitale forvaltning? 
Hvad mener du en lovgivning skulle rumme af sanktionsmuligheder over for kommuner, der ikke 
overholder tilgængelighedskravene?  
Øvrigt 
ifølge KL's nye digitaliseringsstrategi skal mindst fem områder af den kommunale velfærd være 
digitaliseret fuldt ud om tre år, hvordan skal gruppen af borgere med lave eller ingen it-
færdigheder i den forbindelse hjælpes?   
I forbindelse med forskningsprojektet Ældre i Informationssamfundet er der i 2000 blevet lavet en 
survey blandt alle landets kommuner for at kortlægge eksisterende erfaringer med ældres brug af 
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IT har KL fulgt op på denne undersøgelse siden? Eller har du kendskab til at der i nyere tid er 
blevet lavet lignende undersøgelser?  
Hvordan er det muligt at målrette kommunernes indsats overfor it-svage borgere, hvis man ikke 
har dybere kendskab til hvilke grupper, som har problemer med digitaliseringen?    
10.6 Interview with the Special Adviser in the National IT and Telecom Agency, 
Ninna Von Staffeldt 
 24/11  2010, 60 min.   
Generelt 
Hvem har ansvaret for udviklingen af danskernes it-færdigheder? 
Mener du, at problemet med it-svage borgere vil mindskes over tid? 
I så fald hvornår mener du, at der ikke længere er behov for den ekstra indsats for at øge 
danskernes it-færdigheder?  
Formål og målgruppe 
Hvad er det overordnede formål med Lær mere netværket? 
Hvilke grupper fokuseres på? (Efter it barometerets ophør er grupperne blevet redefineret) 
Kan du beskrive de overordnede it-svage grupper i Danmark? 
Hvem har ansvaret for de grupper, der ikke deltager i lær-mere netværket? Og hvilke initiativer er 
iværksat for at inkludere evt. restgrupper? 
Hvorledes ser du gruppen af it-svage har forandret sig? 
En del af den indsats, der bliver gjort i dag, er rettet mod ældre borgere. Vil ældre borgere stadig 
udgøre den største gruppe af it-svage i fremtiden? 
Hvordan sikrer ITST, at tiltagene i 'Lær mere' -netværket er målrettet flest muligt af de it-svage 
grupper?  
Internationalt 
Lær mere netværket er med i samarbejdet Telecenter Europe. Hvordan kan dette samarbejde 
løfte danske borgeres it-niveau? 
Hvordan ser du fremtidigt det europæiske samarbejdes rolle i arbejdet med borgeres it-
færdigheder?  
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Politik 
Er teknologiudvikling politisk neutral? 
Hvordan har it-politik og dets indhold ændret sig fra den socialdemokratiske til den borgerlige 
regering? 
Hvordan har politikken for udjævning af den digitale opsplitning ændret sig fra den tidligere 
socialdemokratiske til den nuværende regering? 
Hvad er baggrunden for, at ændringerne er sket?  
Netværket 
Lær mere netværket blev etableret før arbejdsprogrammet digitale veje til vækst forelå. Hvordan 
ser du lær-mere netværket i samspil med de øvrige initiativer ministeren har bestilt? 
Ud fra hvilke kriterier er netværket sammensat? 
Hvilke udviklingsmuligheder ser du i netværket i forhold til andre/flere samarbejdspartnere? 
Er der nye initiativer i støbeskeen i Lær mere regi? 
Ser du begrænsninger i den måde netværket kan udvikles på? (Politisk, økonomisk, organisatorisk) 
Hvornår opstod statens fokus på dygtiggørelse af danskere i it for alvor?  
10.7 Interview with the Special Adviser in the National IT and Telecom Agency, 
Marianne Mazaheri 
 24/11  2010, 50 min.  
Generelt 
Hvem har ansvaret for udviklingen af danskernes it-færdigheder? 
Mener du, at problemet med it-svage borgere vil mindskes over tid? 
I så fald hvornår mener du, at der ikke længere er behov for den ekstra indsats for at øge 
danskernes it-færdigheder? 
Danskernes it-færdigheder 
Indsatsen i forhold til at fremme danskernes it-færdigheder er rettet mod nogle bestemte 
borgergrupper, blandt andet ældre. Mener du, at problemet med it-svage borgere vil mindskes 
over tid i takt med at gruppen af ældre efterhånden må formodes tidligere, at have haft med it at 
gøre? 
Bruger ITST den samme definition af it-færdigheder, som EU? 
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Hvilke minimumskompetencer mener du (ITST), at en borger bør besidde, for at kunne begå sig i 
det digitale samfund?  
IT-borger-kompetencemålene 
Videnskabsminister Charlotte Sahl Madsen har lanceret arbejdsprogrammet Digitale veje til 
vækst (2010), hvori hun nævner en række initiativer, som skal forbedre danskernes it-
færdigheder. Et af disse er at man vil opstille en række e-borger kompetencemål, der skal definere 
hvad en borger skal besidde af kompetencer for, at kunne begå sig i det digitale samfund. Hvor 
langt er i med udarbejdelsen af disse mål? 
E-borgerkompetence målene skal udarbejdes i samarbejde med en række eksperter, 
organisationer og uddannelsesinstitutioner. Kan du nævne hvem i samarbejder med om, at 
udvikle målene? 
Hvordan ser du kompetencemålene som forandrende for arbejdet med it-svage grupper? 
Udviklingen af kompetencemålene er blot et af en række initiativer, lanceret i Digitale veje til 
vækst . Kan du give en status på hvert af disse?:  
E-borger kompetencemålene 
Borger til borger undervisningskampagne 
Forskningsprojekt (belysning af behov, motivation og god pædagogik) 
Styrket indsats for at gøre hjemmesider mere brugervenlige og orienterede 
Styrket indsats mod, at give borgere tilbud om udvikling af digitale kompetencer, hvor de og 
behovet er 
Styrke kompetenceudviklingen af medarbejdere i SMVer 
Etablering af et senior-netværk, hvis behovet er der 
I Digitale veje til vækst ses it-færdigheder som forudsætning for vækst i den digitale økonomi og i 
syllogismen sidestilles de med en bredbåndsmålsætning, der tilsammen, og via øget brug af IKT 
skal føre til økonomisk vækst. Ser du alene ministeriets arbejde for, at forbedre danskernes it-
færdigheder som et økonomisk spørgsmål? 
Hvorfor er det vigtigt at borgerne udvikler it-færdigheder? 
Opsplitningen i Danmark (retorik og realpolitik) 
I den akademiske litteratur arbejder forskerne med begrebet digital divide på engelsk og digitale 
Spaltung på tysk. Bruger ITST oversættelsen digital opsplitning? Hvilket begreb bruges hos Jer i 
daglig tale? 
Gør det en forskel for måden it-svage borgere behandles på om de kaldes it-analfabeter, b-holdet 
eller it-svage? Og har ITST en politik om hvordan disse grupper italesættes? 
Begrebet digital opsplitning har ændret definition gennem de sidste ti år, fra at de it-svage før var 
den gruppe uden tilgang til en pc og internettet til at begrebet i dag defineres som de, der ikke 
kan søge informationer på nettet og de, der har problemer med at afkode informationerne. I hvor 
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høj grad forholder ITST sig til debatten og den bagvedliggende forståelse i det faglige arbejde? Og 
i måden, som de statistiske målinger sættes op på?  
ITST (VTU) og Statistik 
I forbindelse med undersøgelser af danskernes it-færdigheder, hvem bestemmer da hvilke 
kategorier, som Danmarks Statistik skal måle ud fra? 
Hvem bestemmer hvilke resultater om borgernes brug af it, som offentliggøres på VTU's egen 
hjemmeside? 
Har ITST indflydelse på, eller samarbejder ITST med Danmarks Statistik om hvilke statistikker, som 
bliver fremhævet i 'Nyt fra Danmarks Statistik'?    
Hvad er baggrunden for, at målingerne af Befolkningens brug af internet nu er udvidet til at 
medtage den ældste del af befolkningen, aldersgruppen fra 75-89? 
Hvad er målsætningen med udviklingen af borgernes it-kompetencer? 
Hvorfor er demokratiseringen ikke længere et beskrevet mål for digitaliseringen som det var i 
90erne?     
